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THE ERIOPHYOIDEA OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Abstract

MAGDALENA LOPEZ BRIONES
Under the supervision of Dr. Burruss McDaniel

This paper presents the results of the taxonomic investigation
of the Eriophyoidea in South Dakota.

Information is given on the

morphology, discussion of variation within a population, distribution,
damage in host plants, economic importance and techniques of
collecting and preparing specimens.
species included in this study.
new.

Species described are:

There are 42 previously described

Of the 48 species studied, six are

Aculops maximilianae, Diptacus pengsonae,

Eriophyes arceosae, Eriophyes taylori, Tegonotus lindenus, and
Tetra mcdanieli.
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THE ERIOPHYOIDEA OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Abstract

MAGDALENA LOPEZ BRIONES
Under the supervision of Dr. Burruss McDaniel

This paper presents the results of the taxonomic investigation
of the Eriophyoidea in South Da ota.

Information is giv r

n the

morphology, disct,>sion of variation within a populat on, distribution,
damage in host plants, economic importance and techniques of
collecting and preparing specimens.
species included in this study.
new.

Species describ

re:

There are 42 previo �ly described

Of the 48 s �, es studied, six are

Aculop

maximilianae, Diptacus pengsonae,

Eriophyes arceosae, Eriophyes taylori, Tegonotus lindenus, and
Tetra mcdanieli.

INTRODUCTION
Mites of the superfamily Eriophyoidea have been long l own as
pests of deciduous trees in the United States.

Parrott et al.

(1906) reported damage to many varieties of apples and pears by
eriophyoids.
w s reco

California, damage to commercial varieties of citrus

ized more than

hirty years ago (Keifer 1939); in Florida

such account of damage to citrus were reported still earlier (Yothers
and Mason 1930) .

The role of the eriophyoid mites

, vectors of

plant v· ruses has become the subject of intensive attention in the
past two decades in North America.

Slykhuis (1953) and Wilson et al.

(1955) are largely credited for bringing this renewed interest in

eriophyid mites.

Slykhuis and Wilson's discoverie

of the wheat curl

mite, Eriophyes tulipae Keifer as vector of wheat streak mosaic virus
(WSMV) and Phytoptus insidisus (Wilson and Keifer) as vector of peach
1osaic virus respectively, prompted many workers, plant pathologist
and entomologists alike to s udy the bionomics and control.
Prior to thi•

tudy, these members of phytophagous Acarina were

practically unknown in South Dakota.

Only five species had been

recorded in this state (White 1966) .

Included in these were two of

the most economically important species, !_. tulipae K. and Abacarus
hystrix (Nalepa) .

E. L

ipae is the vector of WSMV (Slykhuis 1953) ,

wheat spot mosaic (Slykhuis 1956) and wheat spot chlorosis pathogen
(Nault et al. 1970) .

This mite is also the causal agent of the

k rnel red streak ot co

, a phytotoxemia (Nault et al. 1967,
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Slykhuis et al

1968) .

A. hystrix transmits rye grass mosaic virus

(Mull'gan 1�60) and agropyron mosaic virus (Slykhuis 1969 ) .
When one considers the economic importance of this ubiquitous
group of mites, th l

worldwide distribution, importance in the

surrounding stu es, ard the fact that South Dakota is one of the
major agricultural states, the urgent need to establish the id�ntity
of these species becomes apparent.
The study presents results of three years of collection in
South Dakota, mainly the south-eastern portion of the state;
collections were made during the summer months.

Of the 19 genera

collected in South Dakota, there are 48 species; 6 herein named and
described.

It is hoped that this study of the Eriophyoidea of South

Dakota will form an effective spring-board for taxonomists as well
as for those interested in agricultural or economic dilermna that may
implicate these mites.
Eriophyids are very small, about 90 to 300u in length and are
often overlooked by inexperienced observe s, therefore an additional
purpose of my studies is to provide info

ation on techniques of

collection, preservation, slide preparation and detection of the r
resence on deciduous trees, shrubs and grasses.
According to Hassan (1928) Reaumur in 1737 was the first to
record damage attributed to an eriophyid of the linden tree and
thought they were insect larvae.

More than 100 yea-s later, Dujardin

and Landois reco .,ized that these minute animals were actually mites.
Landois did the first thorough study of the biology of Columerus vitis
(Pagenstecher) , an important pest of grapes.
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In the United States the earliest account of the activities of
th

mites was the description of the pouch gall mites on silver maple

by Sh mer (1869) .

The following year, Riley, noted a species which

c used "nail galls" on Acer saccharum L. and Ryder

eported a m

e

taken from "forest epidermal growths" on maple leaves, but did not
describe it (Hodgkiss, 1930) .
Gannan (1883) published the first comprehensive classification
of species of Eriophyoidea known in America at t, t time.

Later,

Banks (1904) reported 15 species of mites on five spe jes of maple.
Ile., gkiss (1930) described a number of new species of maple mites in
New York.
According to the earlier ideas these animals comprised one genus ,
Phytoptus established by Dujardin (185 1) .
known as Phytoptidae, but later work

This group of mites was

s accepted Eriophyes Von Siebold

which had one month's prio ity over Phytoptus.

The former designation

has given rise to some confusion in American literature since earlier
workers followed that classific tion.
y

a1

Subsequent morphological studies

Austrian, Alfred Nalepa, showed that distinct generic differences

existed for which new genera were erected.
The present taxonomy of the Eriophyoidea is large]y based on the
extensive studies by Nalepa from 1887 to 1929.

He contributed more

than 50 papers on the taxonomy of eriophyid mites.

Although many of

Nalepa's "species" were based on host relationships, and his drawings
would be considered inadequate by later standards; his were the first
comprehensive descriptions of eriophyids.

4.
H. H. Keifer is largely responsible for the classification of
Eriophyids found in North America and many other geographical areas.
He began his study in 1937 in California and his contributions for
over 30 years have significantly advanced the knowledge with respect
to the classification of the Eriophyoidea.

Keifer's review of

California Eriophyoidea (1952) based in part on Nalepa's concept
utilizes also the structure of the rostrum, oral stylets, seta number
on the shield and abdominal setae as family and subfamily
characteristics.
Subsequent to Nalepa, oth r workers in Europe, most notably
Lira and Roivainen described many gene a and species from Europe.
These two workers published a comprehensive manual, Eriophyids of
Finland (19 51) .

Other notable contributors to the continuous growth

of eriophyid taxonomy are:

Boczek in Poland, Farkas in Hungary,

Channavasavana in India, Carmona in Portugal, C. C. Hall in Texas who
worked with Kansas mites, Lamb in New Zealand and Wilson and Oldfield
in California.
Unfortun tely, many of the descriptions of eriophyids prior to
19 39 are inadequate by present standards.

Most species names prior

to Nalepa's work were based on the nature of the work by the mites.
The mounted specimens of early des ribed type species have either
cornple ely deteriorated or have been destroyed, and rather inadequate
descri Lions, usually including only general illustrations of the
v•ntral or dorsal aspect of the mites were made.

Keifer's (1942)

discovery that certain species have females of two morphological types,
exposed still another problem in c

relating new and old descriptions
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of eriophyids.

The present confusion r garding this status of

certain forms may only be resolved when European and American
eriophyid populations are studied in some detail, both morphologically
and biologically.

It is probable that only 20% of the eriophyid

fauna of the world has been discovered to date, as evid· t in the
numerous undescribed eriophyid collections made by Wilson (personal
communication 1972) from Mexico and Philippines.
of carefu
tion

01

There is now a need

study for the population v riation and adequate interpreecies.
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SYSTEMATIC RELATIONSHIP OF ERIOPHYOI DEA
TO OTHER ACARI

Ewing (19 28) and Wooley (196 1) r viewed the literature on the
relationships of eriophyid mites
that follows is principally ba

o other Acari.

The discus sion

d on these papers.

According to

Wooley (1961) Dahl in 19 10 , stated that the tendency of the
Tarsonemidae towards reduction of the last pair of legs indicates
a close relationship to the Eriophyids.

Banks in 19 15, agreed with

Dahl ' s hypothesis and added that the ability of Tarsonemidae to
cause swellings and deformities of plant indicated a close relation
ship to erioph

ds that are known to cause galls.

On the other

hand, Oudemans in 19 10 rela ed this group to the nymphal stage of
Tetranychidae.

Later, Ewing said that the gall mites form a highly

aberran t and specialized group which has originated through the
1rocess of mo 1>hological changes and adaptations from the
Phytoptipalpidae.

He regarded the Phytoptipalpidae as a transitional

group be tween the Eriophyoi ca and Tetranychidae.

Although, Ewing did

not s tate that the gall mites evolved directly from Phy toptipalpidae,
he conceded that there is evidence existing that these two are very
closely related.
Baker and Wharton (19 52) state that th

transverse genital

opening of the Eriophyoidea and Phytoptipalpida
ships since these ar
this typ

indicated relation-

he only closely related families that possess

of geni tal opening; others have longitudinal slits.

The

genitalia of the Eriophyoidea is located anteriorly a short dis tance
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from the coxae, wh le that of the Phytoptipalpidae is caudad.
According to Bake

and Wharton (1952) this difference may not be

significant, since there may have been a c oalescing of body segments
posteriorly in the Phytoptipalpidae.

Thor in 1928 (Wooley 196 1)

considered Demodicidae as more closely related to Eriophyoidea on
the basis of their annulated body, simpl
and absence of tracheae and stigma.

mouth parts, short legs

Hall (196 7a) however, states

that such resembl nces may be the result of parallel evolution of
two unrelated or only distantly related line ages.
The family Tetranychidae is possibly the only group of Acarina
that indicate close relationship with the Eriophyoidea on the basis
of their terminal leg structure.

In Tetranychidae, each claw

terminates in a pair of te ent hairs or is bordered with combs of
tenent hairs which may be the counterpart of the Eriophyoidea
feather

ws.

The empodia is claw-like or pad-like, which are rarely

absent in Tetranychidae and are often divided distally may correspond
to the divided feathe

laws of certain eriophyids.

Sc

ning electron

microg aphs of featherclaws of !· tulipae and Aculops maximilianae
n. sp. show fine structures that have never been reported nor under
stood in this group.

Perhaps utilization of the scanning electron

microscopy to study the terminal leg structures in mites of these
two families may reveal further relationships between these groups.
There is considerable variation in the hierarchial position
given to this group of mites.

Hughes (19 58) arranged the Eriophyoidea
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in a separate suborder Tetrapodili, while Krantz (19 70) ranks this
group under cohort Tetrapodilina.

In the pres ent investigation, the

classification of Krant z is fo llowed:
Order:
Suborder:
Cohort:
Superfamily:

Acariformes
Prostigmata
Tetrapodilina
Eriophyoidea

Phylogeny cannot be directly observed, since it is something
that happ ened in the past and must be inferred from the available
evidence.

Nevertheless, despite the interpretation and evaluation

by these workers, we know very little of the systematic relation
ships of the Eriophyoidea to other members of the Acari.

These are

still controversial and have been subj ect to personal interpretations
and speculations.

This is not surprising at all since Acarology is

still in its beginning.

Ther

is an almost complete lack of under

standing of the eriophyoid physiology and embryology.

A study of

the last two aspects may throw light on the many puzzling questions
of relationships to other members of the Acarina.

GENERAL MORPHOLOGY OF ERIOPHY D MITES
The external appearance and structures of the eriophyids are
generally quite similar, however, there are two main groups
recognized; the more or less wormlike spindle form and fusiform
group ; the rather broader and chnnkier often flat type.

The first

group contains the majority of the described forms and economically
important_ species.

Th.e latter group includes some rare forms that
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are difficult to correlate with other known eriophyid mite

Two

examples of these ex reme forms are from the Philippines.
Scolocenus spiniferus K ifer (Keifer 1962, Briones and Sill 1963) ,
s found on coconuts.
expans ·

1

S . spiniferus possesses a large lateral

on the anterior part of the abdomen.

The other mite which
This mite

I have recently described is taken from an Artocarpus sp ••

featur s a fused anterior dorsal portion of the abdomen that projects
s a large hump at the back, giving a general t i angular appearance
to the whole body.
Eriophyid mites are easily

ecognized regardless of the kinds

because of their unique body s tructure and annulate abdomen.
main distinction from other members o

Their

the Acarina taxon is the

possession of only two pa'rs of legs located anteriorly.

The body

of the eriophyid mite is divided into two major parts, the gnathosoma
and the idiosoma (the thanosome and telosome of Keifer) .

The

g ,1 tho 1ma includes that part which is covered dorsally and laterally
by a shield which may project to a varying degree over the base of the
rostrum.

The gnathosoma also includes the whole mouth parts or

gnathosome which consists of a frontal beak-like structure and the
adjacent appendages, collectively termed the rostrum.

According to

Shevtsenko and Silvere (196 8) it consists of epistoma, labrum and
appendages of chelicerae and pedipalpal segments.

The intern al

structures identified and described by Keifer (1959) (Plate 42) which
are parts of the gnathosoma are:
and motivator.

pump brace, hinge, pharyngeal pump

The rostrum is composed of the palpi that form a
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dorso - anterior groove in which lie the fol lowing mouth

·· rts ;

chelicerae, cheliceral guide, auxil iary stylets, oral stylets and
che licera l sheaths.

The needle- like che l i ceral stylets are fixed

and the terminal s gments of the palpi telescope or f old back to
enable the stylet to penetrate epidermal layers of the surface of
the host during feeding.
rev

Stud ies made by Orl ob (19 67) o f !· tulipae K.

1 that the stylets of this mite are able to penetrate the

ep · de mal cel ls of wheat to a d pth of . S u.

An additional detailed

interpretation of the mouth parts is given by Shevtsenko and Silvere
(1968) in Russi n.
The shield or dors 1 plate of the cepha lothorax is quite variable
in shape and the sculptural design is of taxonomic im urtance.
The idiosoma, composed of the thanosome and te lesome (abdomen)
is transversely annulated.
a l l around.

Some species have a body evenly annulated

In the others, the number of ventra l annuli on sternites,

outnumbers those on the tergites.

The annuli possess "mi crotuberc les".

The size, shape and con centration of the microtubercles are taxonomi
ca l ly important when combined with other attributes.
The abdomen is terminated by what appears to be a bilobed
"sucker".

Wilson (persona l communication) observed that the mites

utilize th ir anal setae to erect themse lves.

The anal setae are

genera lly long in mos t of the mites and are curled ar und the leaf
surfa ce tr·chomes Lt us holding the mite in an upright position.
Perhaps mites excrete some s icky substance through the ana l opening
and the pair of anal setae act as anchors enabling the mite to assume
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the upright position.
the anal "sucker" of

Studies made by Whi Lmoyer et al. (19 72) of

!•

tulipae K. using an electron scanning

microscope showed that it is composed of outer and inner foldings.
According to these workers, it is the outer set that appear to
function as clasping structures, whereas the inner fold protects
th

nal opening.
The cha

otaxy of the eriophyids is very simple comp ared with
Generally, eriophyids have a regular

the other phytophagous mites.

setal pattern, neve theless, their location, presence of particular
s r � are useful criteria for se arating families, subfamilies and
genera.
The r, l ative lengths of the setae are often extremely useful in
etermining species within

genus.

However, too often due to th

mounting techniques and h ndling of specimens, setae are bro en and
may appear to be short.

Therefore, a large number of specimens in

given population must be carefully studied to determine the actual
length o f these setae.

The family Nalepellidae is easily recognized

by the presence of one or two anterior shield setae in addition to
the setae on the posterior part of the shiel .

Members of the other

two families, Eriophyidae and Rhyncaphytoptidae may have none or only
one pair on the dorsal shield.
borne on tubercles.

The dorsal shield setae are us ually

The axis of these dorsal tubercles, and the

consequent direction that the dorsal setae project furnish important
generic characters.

In all the k own Nalepelli dae, the anterior shield
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setae point fo rward.

Typically, Eriophyidae possess four pairs of

abdominal setae ; lateral setae, (LS) ; ventral setae I, (vs ) ; ventral
1

setae II (VS ) ; and ventral setae I I I (VS ) .
2
3

The lateral setae are

located on the sides and slightly behind the rear margin of the shield.
The ventral setae are located behind the lateral setae and the last
Some

pair is located on the 5th t o the 9th annulation from the rear.

species belonging to the subfamilies Nalepellinae , Phytocoptellinae
and Sierra phytoptinae possess subd rsal setae slightly dorsal to the
region where the lateral setae are normally located.

Often the caudal

lobes also have a pair of minute "accessory setae" (about 2 to 5u long)
between and slightly behind the caudal setae.

The pres nee and size

of the "accesso ry setae" are sometimes taxonomically useful characters.
The genital plate with its thanosome genital aperture is
a short distance behind the hind coxae.

ocated

n the female, the external

part of the genitalia consists of a semicircular, boxlike area with
a coverflap which is arched posteriorly.

The coverflap exhibits

variable designs such as single or double longitudinal lines,
crescentic lines or granular designs or it may even be smooth.
Surface detail of the coverflap is of some taxonomic valu
with other characters at the species level.

hen combined

Al though the function of

the genital coverflap is not known, Keifer (personal communication)
has speculated that the coverflap may act as a scooping mechanism to
gather spermatophores.
Posterior and lateral to the coverflap is found a pair of
genital setae.

The length of these setae may be useful in some

13.
specif " c diagnoses.

Internal

there is the apodeme and t o th is

apodeme are attached a pair of globose structures wh ich Oldfield
et al. (1970) recently proved that these w re spermathecae.
Keifer and other workers have often excluded t he ma les in
developing the taxonomy of eriophyids , thus , they are much less
understood than the female.

Males are common and they play an

important ro le in eriophyid reprod ction (Oldfield & Newell , 1973) .
They have been observed occurring in large n, mb ers in some species
and obvi ously the study of their internal g nital structure will be
sign i ficant in erioph id taxonomy.
In more than half a dozen different s ecies observed during
this study , there appears to be a pair of globose organs attached
at the end of the glandular tube of the male inte
1 3 , Fig. 8 and

late 18 , Fig. 6.

Pe

1 genitalia , Plate

aps the techniques of prepara

tion can be improved i n later studies to clearly show the actual
structur

of these.

Indi cation of such organs has also been

reported by Hall (196 7b } .

Perhaps these organs m y be storage sacs

or sources of spermatophores in the male.
The legs of the eri ophyids are more or less uni form.

1 1 c!y are

typically acarine in that they are usually composed of five distinct
segments , the coxa, femur , patella , t ibi

and tarsus.

is terminated by a " claw" and "featherclaw".

The tarsus

The featherclaw is the

empodium ; it may be simple or it may be divided with i ts main axis
with a variable number of rays branching from i t.

T he number of rays

is generally a useful taxonomic character for separating species .
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Howev r , within a population the number of rays on the featherclaw
may not be entirely constant, therefore, a careful examination of
a population usually reveals the standard or range.

Because, the

two opposite rays may super-impose and appear as one in lateral
view, the branching of

eatherclaw is best seen when the mites are

in the dorsal or ventral position.
Use of the sca1 ning electron microscope promises to clarify
many of the problems en ountered in studies of the external
morphology of the eriophyids.

For example, the scanning electron

micrograph of the featherclaws of Aculops maximilianae n. sp.
(Pla te 8) and !• tulip

(Plate 23, Fig. 4) shows many details which

have not been previously discernibl
far with the scanning electron

1

in optical systems.

Wo

thus

icroscope indicates that many of these

minute structures may be remarkably constant within a species.
Most eriophyids possess a ventral seta on the femur ; thus, the
absence of this seta is taxonomically sign ificant .

The patella has

one seta; usually it is dorsal or occasionally lateral as in some of
the Nalepellidae, or the seta is absent as in some of the
Rhyncaphytoptidae.

The foretibia usually has a do s 1 seta but this

may be absent in some species.

Mites in the Nothopodinae lack the

tibia or have the tib ia and tarsus fused as in Floracarus.

Sometimes

the lateral foretibial spur is enlarged so as to resemble a claw as
in some Nalepellidae.

The foretarsi of most eriophyids possess a pair

of dorsal setae near the base, and a small seta on the lower, inner
side.

The hind legs have the same se tae as the forelegs except that
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there are never hind tibial setae.
The so called "claw" on the tip of

he tarsus is perhaps not

a true claw, but a sensory club.

LIFE HISTORY OF ERI OPHYID MITES
Life histori s are generally the same in all eriophyid mites
in that they pass through four different development stages, the
gg, first nymph, second nymph (including 2 pre-imaginal resting
periods) and the adult.

Although not yet completely subs

iat, d

it is probab le th t four different types of life cy cle may be
involved in Eriophyui ea.

The simple type involving only one type

of female; the compl x type, where one female (protogyne) resembles
the male and the oth r female (deutogyne) is morpholog · cally different
from the protogyne (Hall 19 6 7a) .

The third type of life cycle is

found where the female may be ovoviviparous.

Evidence of ovoviviparity

has been observed in Eriophyes laevis (Nal. ) by Shevtshenko (19 5 7) ;
in protogyne of Vasates quadr · pedes Shimer by Hall (19 6 7b) ; in an un
described Eriophyes from Chi le (Wilson, personal communication) .
Hall (1967b) citing Burdit

et al. , observed the same in Phyllocoptruta

oleivorus (Ashmed) in 1963.

Protogyne female of Eriophyes chondriphora

(Keifer) with nymph inside the body were observed from prepared slides
of my South Dakota collection (Plate

7, Fig. 7) .

An account of the

biological forms of the progeny produced by ovoviviparous females is
at present completely lacking.

The fourth type is represented in the

obs L Vation made by Oldfield (19 69 ) , in Phytoptus emarginatae (K. ) in
which no protogyne females have yet been born, thus perhaps a
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un'voltine species.
Despite the increased interest in eriophyids

hat has taken

place in t he past two decades, the e are still many important aspects
concerning the biology and morphology of eriophyids that reuain
' 'heir very small size has hampered the elucidation of many

unknown.

det ils of reproduct'on, embryology, and physiology.
means by which sperm is trans£ rred between sexes has

Tl
r cently

cen shown to be through the

at least se
1973) .

gency of spermatophores for

ral species ( Oldfield et al. 1970 ; Oldfield & Newell

These workers showed that females of Aculus cornutus (Banks)

produced both sexes of progeny after an observed visitation of a
spermatophore b ut produced only males if the spermatophore were
unavailable.

The discovery clarified the role of the male and

perhaps will spur the further study of them.

The apparent specific

differences in structure of the spermatophores s tudi d by

dfield

et al. (1970) may be of some aid in separating certain subtaxa of the
Eriophyoidea.

DI STRIBU' ION AN D HOS T RELATIONSH IPS
The extremely small size of eriophyids has hampered efforts to
study them in some par ts of the world.

Although a considerable

number of species have been described from Europe, California and
Kansas, much of the rest of the world's eriophyid

a\.llla remains unknown.

A number of species are recorded from Java, South America, Asia
and the Middle Eas t, and only the economically importan t species are
considered in Russia, Poland and New Zealand and the Philippines.
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Wilson collected about 45 species, representing about 2 7 genera, from
the Phi ippines.

We still have a world that is but slightly explored

for eriophyid mi tes where they undoub tedly occur in profusion wherever
higher plant life ex ' sts.
Although early work on Eriophyoidea suggested tha t
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eriophyids were highly host spec ' fic, s ome s �cies are 1 Ow known to
occur on more than one plant sp cies or genus and family.

It is not

uncommon to observe that one host will harbour two or more unrelated
species in which one is a gall former, the other an inquiline or free
living form.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
fhe collection of Eriophyoidea is not as difficult as it may
seem, even when collecting is limited to a rather short growing
season as in South Dakota.

The best time for collecting overwintering

mites is when the buds start to grow in early spring.

Many of the

mites collected in this study caused discernible injury to their host,
such as "witches broom", galls of various shapes, marginal leaf
rolling, fl ower and leaf abnormalities, or erinea (h ir patches) on
the underside of the leav s.

Other types of deformation and injuries

that eriophyids are known to cause on the host plants are:
blisters, drying of bulbs, rusting and bud blasting.

leaf

ost eriophyids

do not cause n0tic dble injury to their host and careful examination
of the stem, 1

ves (both surfaces) , buds, between leaf sheaths and

flowers becomes necessary in the collecting technique.

Examination of
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these parts is accomplished with the aid of a lOX or 20X hand lens in
the field, to be follow d by a thorough exam.lnat· on under a dissecting
microscope in the laboratory.
Preservat · on Methods for Eriophyoidea
In the course of the study I have employ

Keifer's method

(personal communication) for preserving the mi tes both dry and in
1 · quid media.
Eriophyid mit
1.

are preserved in the following ways:

Infes ted leaves or plant parts are wrapped in paper

towel or soft tissue, placed in envelopes and allowed to air dry.
Dried mummified specimens taken from such materia l s make good mounts.
This dry material may be stored in ordinary letter envel opes or in
insect proof containers. and may be fumigated or stored with naphtha
lene balls to prevent invasion by museum pests.
2.

Twigs or leaves that are infested with mites may be

preserved in a syrup s u lution consisting of 50% ethyl alcohol, 5 grams
sugar, or 5 cc. of karo syrup, 2 grams of iodine crystals.

This

preservative was used consis.tently Ln this study.
Mountant and Mounting Technique for Eriophyoidea
Slide preparations of Eriophyoidea follow the standard mounting
procedure of other kinds of mites in that they must be cleared
sufficiently to give a high degree of transparency under the phase
contrast micros.cope.

hey mus.t be expanded to normal shape before

mounting on slides with little or no damage to the exoskeleton.
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Ordinarly, 2-depression slides, small stender dishes and match
sticks quipped with 00 size insect pin are very useful equipment.
The match stick with a needle in u Led on
up the mites.

1e tip is used for picking

0th · useful techniques to pick up mites have been

devised and described by Del Rosario and Sill (1958 ) and Hall (1967b) .
Keifer's (correspondence) method was followed for the most part
during the course of th's study .

Formulae and suggestions for slide

mounting of eriophy i s are discussed below .
Preparatory medium :
Sorbitol -

1 / 2 gram

Karo syrup

1/ 2 gram

Chloral hydrate crysta ,

2 grams
- - - - 5 drops

Glycerin - - - - - - Booster medium:
Karo syrup

1 gram

Chloral hydrate crystals

2 grams

Gly erin -

5 drops

Water

2 cc.

Reagen t hydrochloric ac id

4 drops

Wash medium:
Sorbitol - - - - - - - Chlor

hydrate crystals -

- - - - 1. 0 gram
- - - - - 1 . 2 gra��

Glycerin - - - -

5 drops

Potassium iodide - -

. l gram

Iodine crystals

. 1 gr am

Water

- - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - 2 . 5 cc .
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Final m l iUin :
Gum a

ic powder - - - - - - - -

1/ 3 gram

Sorbitol powder - -

1/ 3 gram

Karo syrup or honey

- - - - -

Water Formalin

1 / 3 gram
1 cc.

- - -

Chloral hydrate -

- - - - -

2 cc.

- - - - -

3 grams

Potassium iodide - - - - - - - - - - - - . 15 gr ams

Fro

Iodine crystals

. 25 grams

Glycerin

5 drops

l e wash medium put the mites onto the permanent slide.

Work as quickly as reasonably possible in

Lacing the coverslips to

prevent water evaporation as that tends to distort the specimens.
Cotton f ibers may be pl ced in the center of the droplet on the slide
to hold the coverslip up and prevent flatteninp o f the mites.
(Personal communication)

l

ed Kapok fibers in this way.

cotton fibers as props betw

Keifer

The use of

n the coverslips and slide minimiz ed

the accidental cut ting of the body setae and squashing of internal
genitalic structures.

H wever, such preparations do not yield flat

specime s f or photomicrographic purposes.

Cotton fibers between slide

and coverslip render the specimens recoverable by soaking the whole
slides in water f or more than one hour depending on how much time it
takes to soften the medium .

The coverslip may be taken off carefully

by sliding it to the edge of the slide.

Unlike larger flatter Acari

which naturally assume a dorsovent al position when mounted, eriophyids
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have to be carefully oriented by moving the coverslip in ord r to
study their anatomy .

This final medium thickens in time so that

the coverslips can be eventually ringed .

Slow evaporation of the

water from und r a coverslip does not cause the mites to shri el
appreciably, especia lly after the formaldehyde has had the oppor
tunity to harden the mit e bodies .
sample are found to b

Quite often many mites in a given

unsat ' sfactory for morphological study and

it is therefore recommended that several mites be muunted on each
slide .

The disadvantages, however, of mounting several mites per

slide are that :
1.

This method precludes a single type specimen .

2.

Frequently , two or

� e species from

single host are

mounted on one slide
Preparation of slide mounts for photomicrography requires special
techniques .

For th

purpose, the mites should be n, ,unted without

cotton fibers, and flattened so that much of the specimen will be in
focus .

Keifer's s lutions (19 54) have proved valuable for preparing

thin mounts for this purpose .
ferring as in the other meth d .
0

This technique also requires trans
W ' th this technique, mites are

heated on hot plate at 200 F for 10-15 minutes .

Upon mounting the

cleared mites in the final medium (a very small drop) the coverslip
may be moved car efully
for study .

o orient the mites in the position required
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Measurements of the Parts
Terminology of morphological structures used in this account
are those of Keifer (1952) and his B series and of Wilson and
1 field (1970) .

Measurements are indicated as follows:

length -

tip of anterior shield to caud 1 end; width - the wide t poiu t of
the body; legs - each segment; featherclaw and claw; rostru11 - base
to tip; dorsal set e - en

re length; dorsal tubercle - entire

length; distance between dorsal tub ercles - from the center of their
bases.
Counts of Abdominal Annuli and Location of Setae
Dorsal annuli - all dorsal annuli at dorsal position; micro
tubercles - counts b ased per lOu arc between ventral setae.
of setae on annuli -

Location

n lateral setae, counts of annuli begin from

b ehind the shield to position of setae (range given if each located
on different annuli) .

Third ventral setae - annuli from caudal lob e

to the point of location.
Type and Paratype Slides
All holotypes are on deposit in the United States National
Museum, Washington, D. C.

One paratype of each o

the new species

has been deposited in the South Dakota State University collecti n,
Brookings, South Dakota; the remainder have been retained in the
authors personal collection.
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SYSTEMATI C ACCOUNT OF THE ER IOPHYIDS OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Keifer (1964) divided the Eriophyoidea into three families,
Eriophyidae, Ryncaphytoptidae, and Phytoptidae.
and

In 1971, Newkirk

eifer rev J sed the types of Eriophyes and Phytoptus following

the Inte national Code of Zoological f omenclature, whi 11 resulted in
the removal of Phyto1 � from the eriophyid family, Phytoptidae.
This change leaves the group with residual setae without a family,
th

efore, the name Nalepellidae was established by Newkirk and

Keifer to accommodate tl e members previously placed in Phytoptidae.
The present study reveals forty eight species; six are new and
herein named .

Th�

are placed and discussed under nineteen g nera

in three families.
Key to the Eriophyoidea
la.

Rostrum abruptly bent down near the base and tapering; o

stylet long.

Dorsal setae present or absent ; when present always

pointing i 0rward �o · ome degree.

Habits :

rust mites or leaf

Rhyncaphytoptidae Keifer 1961.

vagrants
lb .

1

Rostrum evenly bent down, oral stylet always short.

Dorsal

setae present or absent; if present, pointing forward or
backwards. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2a.
2a.

One or two anterior shield setae; anterior thanosomal (subdorsal

abdominal) seta pair often present .

Intexnal female spermathecal

tubes long or short; when short extendin
central near genital opening.

Habits:

anteriorly first from

bud mites, gall mites, rust

24 .
mites and grass mites
2b.

Nalepellida • , Newkirk and Keifer 1 971.

Two or no shield setae, never with anterior shield seta.

Internal spermathecal tubes always short and ex ending laterally or
diagonally to rear from central opening.
spur or subdorsal abdominal setae.

Never with lateral tibial

Habits:

bud mites, erineurn

makers, gall mites, rus t mites and leaf and green stem vagrants
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Eriophyidae Nalepa 1898.

25.
Genus Abacarus Keifer
Abacarus Keifer , 1944 , Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 33: 28.
Genotype:

Calepitrimerus acalyptus Keifer , 1939 , Bull. Calif. Dep.

Agric. , 28: 490.
Di cussion :

The body · s more or less elongated.

three dorsal , longitu lnal , wax-bearing ridges.

The tergites form
The central ridge

is shorter than L l e lateral ridges usually ending in a dorsal trough
or depression.

Abdominal tergites are nearly as numerous as the

microtuberculated sternites , the microtubercles may be absent dorsally .
Female coverflap of the genitalia with one row of longitudinal
urrows.
Abacarus is separated from Calepitrimerus by the location of
the dorsal tubercles.

In Abacarus

he setiferous shield t bercles

are on the rear margin of the shield , but in Calepitrimerus the
setiferous shield tubercles are ahead of the rear margin of the
shield.

Both setae are directed caudad.
Abacarus hystrix (Nalepa
(Grain Rust Mite)
Plate 2; Fig. 1-2;

Callyntrotus hystrix Nalepa , 1904.

Plate 43; Fig. 1
Denks , Akad. Wiss. Math. Wien.

77: 141.
Epitrimerus hystrix (Nalepa) .

Nalepa , 1929.

Marcellia 25 : 72.

Epitrimerus hystrix (Nalepa) .

Pepper , 1 9 42.

Jour. Econ. En

35: 201-204.

26 .
Keifer , 1944 , Bull . Calif . Dep. Agric. ,

Abacarus hystrix (Nalepa) .
33: 28-9.

Sacramento , California

Type loc lity :
Type host :

Elyrnus triticoides

Relation to host:
grasses .

T hese mites feed and breed along leaf furrows of

This specie

Aculus mckenzie which
Discussion :

L s often associated with another eriophyi
also found on grasses in South Dakota.

j

A . hyst ix is close to A. oryzae K. from rice in

Philippines.

!_. hystrix

J

he

r � s from oryzae by havi g an 8-rayed

featherclaw while oryzae has 9-rayed.
along the dorsal abdominal ridges.

Both species have lines of wax

A . sporoboli K. found in dropseed

from South Dakota has 6-rayed featherclaw (this species was not found
during th is study) .
viruses of Gramineae.

A. hystrix is known to transmit two different
It is the first rust type of mite associated

with virus transmission.
South Dakota

ollection record:

Host

Location

Date

Collector

Agropyron repens

Brookings

7 / 4 / 70

M. L. Briones

Poa pratensis

Lake

7/4/ 70

M . L. Briones

Poa pratensis

Rapid City

7 / 19 / 6 7

J . Smolik

Oal

JOd

Various other grasses as well as Medicago sativa (alfalfa ) recorded
by White (196 6 ) .

27.
Genus Acarelliptus Ke ifer
carelliptus Keifer 1940, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 10: 166.
Genotype:

A

relliptus cocciformis Kei fer 1940, Bull. Cali f. Dep.

Agric. , 10: 1 66 .
Discussion:

Rostrum small and projecting down.

Ab domen and legs with

Shield broadly subtriangular, flattened; anter·or lobe

usual setae.

small and short; a short rostrum mantle attached to the underside of
the frontal lobe; dor al tubercles well ahead of rear margin, the
setae short and projecting upward.

Abdomen with shield fa nning

subelliptical body and a lateral longitudinal furrow on each side;
sternites microtuberculate ; caudal segments distinct from anterior
segments and projecting obliquely down.

Female genital

overflap with

longitudinal furrows.
Aca

lliptus occidentalis Keifer

Plate 3

Fig . 1 - 4;

Plate 48, Fig. 7

Acarelliptus occidentalis Keifer 1951, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. 1 7: 98.
Type locality:
Type host:

Q

Nine mi l es south of Grass Valley, California.
ercus kellogii Newb. (native black oak).

Relation to host:

es are undersurface leaf vagrants.

In South

Dakota the mites were associated with E. mackiei which formed
erineum on the oak leaves.
Di cussion:

The species is recognized by its deflexed cauda forming

in an elliptical figure.
from chestnut oak.

It is closely related to A. cocciformis K .

I t differs from A. cocciformis i n having the

28.

dors 1 setae directed caudad and laterally.

Live uites look like

small scale crawlers on the host le ves.
Th

t le relations hips of A. occidentalis to A. cocciformi � can

not be determined until further biological information becomes
available.
South Dakota collection record :
Host

Location

Querc s sp.

Black Hills

Date

Collector

9/ 11/70

Preacher Smith

Genus Aculodes Keifer
Aculodes Keifer, 1966, Calif. Dep.
Genotype :

gric. , Eriophyid Studies B21 : 19.

Vas ates mckenzie (Keifer) 1944, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

33 : 26.
Dis cuss ion :

Wormlike mites with s hort form oral s tylet.

s etae pres e t.

All us ual

Shield elongate-s ubtriangular, the anterior lobe

attenuate-pointed.

Dorsal setae directing divergently to rear.

Mi.crotubercles bead-like, more or les s pointed out extending
anteriorly or pas te iorly to any extent from

i

rgins.

Female genitalia

b owl s hape.
Aculodes dubius (Nalepa)
Plate 4; Fig. 1-2
Phytocoptes dubius Nalepa 189 1, Denk. Akad, Wis s . Wien, 58 : 880
Aculodes dubius (Nalepa) , Keifer 1966, Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies B2 1 : 19.

29.
Type hos t:

Poa pratensis

Relation to host:
grass leaves.
n · scussion:

Mites are leaf vagrants on the upper surface of

No damage noted.
The species was separated from mckenzie on the basis of

rnicrot uoerculation, shield pattern, parti ularly the arched 1·ne in
front of dorsal tubercles.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Bromus enermis

Yankton

5 /12/69

M. L. Briones

Aculodes rnckenzie (Keifer)
Plate 4; Fig.

-4

V a � tes rnckenzie Keifer 19 44, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric . , 14: 26
Aculodes mckenzie (Keifer) 1966, Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid Studies
B21: 19 .
Type locality:
Type host:

Sacramento, California

Elymus triticoides

Relation to host:

Mites live in the longitudinal leaf furrows on the

upper surface of the leaves.
Discussion:

The species was separated from A. dubius and Eriophyes

ulipae K. mainly on the shield pattern and microtub rculation.
tulipae and mckenzie have seven-rayed featherclaws.

Both
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South Dakota collection record:
Host
Agrpyron rep

s

Location

Date

Collector

Brookings

7/ 4/70

M. L. Briones

A. mckenzie was collected along with A. hystrix.
Genus Aculops Keifer
Aculo�� . �·fer, 1966, Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid Studies B21: 9 .
Genotype:

Vasates Eopulivagrans Keifer 19 53, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

42: 68.
Fusi form mites with short form oral stylet.
eriophyid

etae presen t.

All regular

This genus possesses an anterior shield

lobe over the rostrum base, this lobe may be small or of mo derate size,
acuminate- rounded o r terminating in a sharp or spine-like projecting
point.

Keifer separated this genus from Aculus because it lacks the

pair of small sp·nes projecting forward from the lower front of the
anterior lobe margin.

Dorsal shi ld tubercles usually are sub

cylindrical, projecting back over the rear margin, directing dorsal
setae caudad, usually divergently.

Abdominal thanosome on non-gall

makers clearly divi des laterally into broader tergites and narrower
sternites ; this distinction is less clear on most gall formers, the
deutogynes tending to have clearer dorsoventral distinction.

Thano

somal microtubercles round, elliptical, or produced as spinules ; either
set ahead on ring margins dorsally extt , ding anteriorly from margins,
or, as apinules bent either ahead of caudad from ridges.
no

Genitalia

closely appressed to coxae ; anterior female apodeme extending

forward from b ase.
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Aculops laevigatae (Hassan)
Plate 5, Fig. 1-6;

Plate 50, Fig. 2

Phyllu �op es laevigatae Hassan, 1928, Univ. Calif. Puhl. Entomol.
4: 379.
Vasates laevigatae (Hassa ) , Keifer, 19 52, Bull. Calif. Insect Survey,
2: 45.
Aculus vallis Keifer 19 66, Ent.

lif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid Studies

B- 20: 13.
Vasates michineri Hall, 19 67, Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull. 47: 659.
Acul � laevigatae (Hassan) Keifer, 1966, Calif. Dep. A gric. Eriophyid
Studies B-20: 13.
Type locality:
Type host:

Agnew, Santa Clara Co. , California

Salix laevigatae

Relation to host:

Aculops laevigatae and Aculus vallis form bead galls

on the host whereas Vasates michineri is found in distorted

s.

In

South Dakota the mites are found in high populations in bead galls on
the underleaf surfaces o f the host. (Fig. 13) .
D scussion:

The South Dakota species from willows constitute another

example of a s t rongly deuterogenous group.

All three species previously

described in the United States possess 4-rayed featherclaws and have
been separated mainly on the ba� is of their shield pattern, microtuber
culation on the annules and th · internal genital a odeme.
was illustrated and redescri ed by Keifer (19 39 ) .
illustration is apparently that of a deutogyne.

A. laevigatae

(Plate 49) .

His

Keifer (1966) described

32.
another species from Salix, Aculus va llis

late 50; Fig. 1)

di fferentiating i t r om !_. laevigatae by its narrow shield lines;
A. laevigatae has wider shield lines and tergites more nu
shorter tibia than A. vallis.

ous and with

The following year Hall (1967)

described another species from .§_. nigra in Kans

, Vasates michineri,

stating that !· 1 evigatae and V. michineri are similar species;
differentiating them only on the basis of the genital apodeme,
y_. michineri being long and narrow.

Perhaps both workers disregarded

the possibili ty of variation within the populations; they described and
based the species separation on an inadequate number of specimens.
Comparison of the South Dakota materials witl

�ifer and Hall's

species indicates that here again is an example of probably a complex
of populations which may or may not eventually be considered as valid
species.

Morphologically the South Dakota populations represent the

!• laevigatae, the V. michineri and the A. vallis types.
view of tt

However, in

complex species already noted and present lack of under-

standing of biologic

1

forms of d uterogenous grou 1

in Salix hosts,

the South Dakota species under laevigatae until their life histories
are studied.

Likewise, I am listing the other subsequent species as

possible synonyms.

Perhaps the shortness of the internal apodeme

of A. laevigatae in comparison to y_. michineri is insignificant an
maybe due to mounting procedure or stage of developme

of the mites,

w 1 ch could produce intermediate forms between the protogyne and
deutogyne

tages.

a deutogyne.

I t seems that the illustration of A. laevigatae is

Further discussions of the complex species of mites

33.
form ing bead galls

·u

Salix sp . is given by Keifer (1966) .

Sou th Dakota collec tion record:
Host

Location

Salix � loides

Lake Goldsmith

Date

Collec t r

6 /5 / 69

M. L. Briones

Aculops lobuliferus (Keifer)
Plate 6 , Fig . 1-7 ;

Pla te 44 , Fig. 5

Aculus lobuliferus Keifer 196 1, Bu ll. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies B-3 : 13.
Aculops lobuliferus

eifer 1966 , Bull. Calif. Dep.

ric. , Eriophyid

Studies B-21: 9.
Type Host:

Popu l us sp .

Relat ion to host:

In Sou th Dakota the mites cause margi nal leaf

rollings of the young leaves.
Keifer described several species from cot tonwood which are
morphologically closely related to A . lobuliferus.

Aculops

populivagrans (Keifer) w s collec ted from Populus fremontii in
These mites according to Keifer, are

Sacramento , California in 1953.

vagrants on both leaf surfa ces ; their a c t iv i t ies perhaps result in
some silvering in drier areas.
crevices.

The deu togynes hibernate in twig

In 19 61 a new species was described by Keifer from eastern

co tonwood (Populus deltoides) from Stoneville , Mississippi.
was Aculops lobuliferus (Keifer) .

This

Keifer separated A. lobuliferus

from ! • populivagrans on the basis of shield design as lines of
granules.

In 196 4 , another species from a cot tonwood from Ogden, U tah
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was descr� ed by Keifer as Ac lops knowltoni (Keifer).

A. knowltoni

was differentiated from A. populivagrans by having a stronger shield
de

gn and rounded shield sides.

With f:_. populivagrans the lateral

shield lobes are somewhat produced according to Keifer.

He also

noted that f:_. populivagrans from the type locality were leaf vagrants.
A. knowltoni was also taken from catkin galls attributed to a
different species, Eriophyes � , igi (K. ); Keifer however, assumed
that !· knowltoni was an inquilin in these galls.

Whether it is a

leaf vagrant species or not he was unable to determine in view of the
nature the sample plant specimens brought to him.
It is interesting to note that all these species possess 4-rayed
featherclaws and if real morphological differences occurr d they were
on the intensity or distinctiveness of the shield pattern only.
Examination of the South Dakota species from cottonwood showed
that it resembles A. lobuliferus on the basis of shield design and
general characters, therefore, I am placing it under this species.
The slight variations observed among these 3 "different" closely
related species on cottonwood remind us of the population variation
in eriophyids which up to this time has not been fully understood .
Perhaps A

populivagrans, A. lobuliferus and A. knowltoni are con

specific b ecause the species have many taxonomic characters in common
with each other.
still lacking.

However, a bio-systematic proof in this regard is
Therefore, their taxonomic status will remain as such

until further biolog ical studies are made.

35.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Populus deltoides

Brookings Co.

Date

Collector

8 / 12/69

M. L. Briones

Aculops maximilianae n . sp.
Plate 7 , Fig. 1-4;

Plate 51

This is the second species in Aculops described with 6 -rayed
featherclaws .

A. verpasi Keifer from Guatemala (19 71, CS: 15) f

tures

comparatively large spines in its thanosomal tergites and sternites.
This speci es

as bead-like and somewhat pointed microtubercles and

further di fers from verpasi on shield pattern and genitali .
Female 140 - 170u long, avg 152u; 45-50u thick and 50u wide, body
wormlike in shape.

Rostrum 16-20u long, avg 18. 2u, curved down ;

antapical seta ca . Su long.

Shield 25-30u long , avg 27u; anterior

lobe short and blunt, somewhat rounded on others.

Shield design

· consists of narrow lines bearing granules and short dashes, somewhat
variable patterns noted, some depict a network design and some do
not; however

che median line is moderately clear in the middle

tending to end in a dart shape; admedian lines complete from side
center of anterior lobe, curved out slig tly to rear margin.
and second submedian lines

First

ubparallel to admedian lines, also

moderately clear, of dashes and granules arching out posteriorly.
Lateral shield with lines or bands or

ranules.

Dorsal tubercles

ca. 2u long, 25-29u apart; axis of tubercles transverse with body .
Dorsal setae 14-20

long projecting caudad.

Forelegs :

tarsus 6-6. Su

3 6.

long, tibia 6-8u long, with tibial setae of 5-6u long ; patella 4u
long, femur 8-lOu long with setae 8-lOu long.

Claw 6u long slightly

curved and somewhat prominently knobbed; featherclaw simple ca. 6u
long and with 6-rayed .

Hindlegs:

tarsus 6-6 . Su long; tibia 6-6.Su

long ; patella 4u long ; femur 7-9u long with 8-lOu long setae.
6-7u long ; featherclaw 6u long and 6-rayed.
15-30u long, the tubercles

Claw

First coxal setae

loser to first than third; third

oxal

setae 3 5-45u long parall 1 to cross lines between 3rd tubercles.
Coxal sternal line distinct and slightly forked.

Coxae with granules

and dashes with 5-6 cross lines at base of genitalia.
genitalia 1 2 -15u long and 2

Fem le

23u wide with a coarse granule line at

base ; genital setae 7-lOu long; coverflap with 8-10 longitudinal
ribbings .

Abdominal thanosome with 35-44 tergites and 6 0-64

sternites; the tergites wider than sternites.

Microtubercles bead

like and so • what pointed and progressively elongates on tergites,
situated on rear margin uf the annuli.
sternal annuli;

vs 1,

40-4 2u long on 12-16 sternal annuli from

40u long on 1 3 - 18 sternal annuli from
telosomal annuli from rear.
between

vs 1,

7-8; between

2- 3u long.
Male :

vs 1; vs 3,

vs 2 ,

18- 2 0u long on 4-5

Number of microtubercles per lOu arc

vs 2 ,

7-8; between

vs 3 ,

6 -8.

Accessory setae

140-lSOu long; genitalia 1 0-llu long, and 17u wide ; genital

setae 7u long.
plate.

Lateral setae 20u long on 7-11

About 6-7 irregularly cross lines ahead of genital

Anterior sternal line similar to female.

Abdominal tergites

37.
25- 35 and 54- 59 annuli on sternites.
Type locality:
Type host:

Sexauer Park, Brookings, South Dakota

Helianthus maximiliana (Compositae)

Da te collected:
Collector:

7 / 12 / 69

M. L. Briones

Relation to host:
Type materials :

Mites are underleaf surface vagrants.
A type slide with ab ove date ; 10 paratype slides
and drj �d leaves with mites .
Aculops toxicophagus (Ewing)

Plate 9, Fig. 1-3 ;

Plate 44, Fig. 6

Phyllocoptes toxicophagus Ewing, 1917, Proc, Iowa Acad . Sci . 24: 323.
Acu lops toxicophagus (Ewing) , Keifer 1966, Calif. Dep. Agric.
Eriophyid Stu dies B21: 9.
Type locality:
Type host :

Western Oregon

Rhus sp.

Relation to host:

The mites produce leaf pocket galls on poison oak,

especially on the t

minal leaves.

Galls are hairy inside a d are

often numerous enough to deform the whole leaf.

I n South Dakota, the

mites produced b lister gall damage to their host (Fig. 12) .
Discussion:

Keifer (1938) redescribed and illustrated this species

from Rhus diversicola from Calif rnia.

The species is recognized by

the shield shape, pattern and t � often strongly rnicrotuberculated
tergites.

38 .

South Dako ta collec t ion records :
Host

Loca t ion

Rhus rad icans

Lake Goldsmith

Date

Collec tor

8 / 12 / 6 9

M. L . Br iones

Genus Aculus Kei f er
Aculus Keif er 1 9 5 9 ,

1li f . Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid S tudies 2 7 : 5 .

P hyllocoptes ligustri Keifer , 19 38 , Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric . ,
2 7 : 1 9 0-1 9 1 .

( Th is is the pro togy e) .

Aculus ligustri (Ke i f er ) , Keifer , 19 5 9 , Cali f . Dep. Agr ic. , Eriophyid
S tud ies 2 7 : 5-6.
Discussion :

Kei f er erected the genus Aculus to accomoda te certain

species that had b een lumped

der Vasa t es.

Speci es i n this genus

have the dorsal tub ercles reclining over the rear shield marg in wit h
their transverse axes parallel t o the rear shield margi n.

These

tubercles direc t the dorsal se tae backward and som ewhat outward.
Pro togynes of this genus have a pa ir of small spi ne s proj ec t ing from
the anterior shield lobe som e t imes appearing to arise from the under
si de.

Shield is sub triangular , ab domen of pro togyne usually wi th

tergi tes broader and strongly di f f erentiat ed from sterni tes.

Deuto

gynes lack the ant erior lobe spines , wi th sterni tes and t erg i t es less
d i f ferent ia t ed and micro tubercles more or less suppressed .

This

genus is represented in Europe , Asia and Uni ted S ta t e s .
Aculus cornu tus (Banks)
Pla t e 10 , Fig. 1- 6 ;

Pla te 4 6 , F i g . 2

Phyll �o tes cornutus Banks , 1905 , Proc. Entomol . Soc. Wash. , 7 : 141.

39.
Phyllocoptes cornutus Banks, Keifer, 1938, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric.
27: 306.
Phyllocoptes cornu us Banks, Keifer, 1941, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
30: 208.
Vasates cornutus (Banks) , Keifer, 194 5, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric.
15:139.
Aculus cornutus (Banks) , Keifer, 1966, Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies B21: 21-23.
Type locality :

Washington, D. C.

Type host:

Prunus persica

Relation to host:
Discussion:

The mites live on either surface of peach leaves .

The protogyne possess a pair of spines j ust under the

frontal shield lobe.

This particular character removes this species

from the Vasates group.
·

The true relationshi

fockeui is still not determined.
the latent v irus of plum.

!•

between cornutus and

fockeui is reported a vector of

(Proeseler and Kegler, 1966) .

Both species

, re morphol ogically inseparable.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Prunus persica

Yankton

Only few specimens found a

Date
7/11/68

Collector
M. L. Briones

the time of collection.

Aculus nigrus Keifer
Plate 11, Fig. 1- 6;
Aculus nigrus Keifer

Plate 44, Fig. 1

J 59, Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid Studies 28 : 4.

40 .
Type locality :
Type ho t :

Ro ck Creek Park, Washington, D. C.

Juglans nigra L. ( Eastern black walnut)

Relation to host:

The mites are v agrant s on the underside of the

leaves, causing some rusting.
on underleaf surfaces.
Dis cussion :

In South Dakot , the mite is a vagrant

No app rent damage noted.

This species belong to Aculus due to the I

ence of a

pair of small spines on the anterior shield lobe (Plate 11, Fig. 5 ) .
These spines are very difficult to locate and the mites must b�
properly oriented on slide to see them.

The m · t distinguishing

feature of this spec ies is the strong diagonal 1 ·ne a cross the la L eral
shield lob e and the 4-rayed feather claw.
South Dakota collection record .
Host

Lo cation

ate

Collector

Juglans nigr

Brookings

9 / 12/69

M. L. Briones

Acu lus schlectendali ( Nalepa)
Plate 12, Fig. 1-6;

P late 44, Fig. 3

hyllocoptes s chlectendali (N lep a) , Nalepa 1890, S. B. Adad. Wien,
99: 62.
Vasates malivagrans (Keifer) , Keifer 19 46, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
Eriop hyid Studies 16: 41.
Aculus schl ctendali ( Nalep a) , Keifer 1966, Bull. Calif . Dep. Agric. ,
Eriophyid Studies B21 : 21.
Type locality:
Type host:

Vine Hill, Santa Cruz Co. , CaliL ornia

Pyrus malus

41.
Pclation to host :

The mites occur in the underside of the leaves.

In South Dakota the mit · u were collected under the leaf surface of
the host.

No discernible injury that could be attributed to this

mite .
D ' b ussion :

A. schle

endali is one of those species lumped under

the genus Vasates or Pl yllocoptes by previous workers.

Because it

possesses a pair of small spines on the anterior lobe, (Plate 12,
Fig. 3) , it is placed under Acu lus .
South Dakota collection record :
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Pyrus sp.

B ookings

7 /9 /70

M. L. Briones

Genus Anthocoptes Nalepa
Anthocoptes Nalepa 1892, Anz. Akad. Wien, 29 : 16 .
Genotype:

Anthocoptes loricatus Keifer, 1 938 , Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

riophyid Studies 1 1 . 1 12 (By subsequent designation) .
The genus may be charac Lerized by the distinct or large annulated
tergites covering many sternites each.
even ly arched.

Dorsal setae project backward.

suddenly with smaller annular rings.
fr

These tergites are mar

r less

Caudal portion

The genus is easily separated

Heterotergum on the basis of the first 3 to 5 tergal annuli.

All

the Anthocoptes tergal annuli are much enlarged whereas in Heterotergum,
the first 3 to 5 tergal annuli are much reduced.
Anthocoptes bakeri Keifer
Plate 36, Fig. 6;

Plate 47, Fig. 1

Anthocoptes bakeri Keifer 195 9, B 11. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid

42.
Stud ies 28: 2-3 .
Type locality:
Type host:

Univ rsity of Maryland Camp

Gleditsi [L

Relation to host:
Sou

1

, College Park, Maryland.

riacanthos L. (Leguminaceae) , honey locust.

Rust mites on the underside of the leaves.

Dakota the mites were found living

the midribs and bases

u

In

the undersurface along

. the leaves; the area where the mites fed and

bred appeared rusted.
Discussion:

This genus is not very well known, there are only 4

species reported in North America.
featherclaw.

These all possess a 5-rayed

A . bakeri is characterized by the broadly rounded large

tergites.
South Dakota collection records:
These mites were collected along with Vasates gledi tsiae.
Host

Location

Date

Callee o r

Gleditsia triacanthos

Gayville

6 / 24/69

M. L. Briones

Brookings

7 / 24/70

M. L. Briones

Anthocoptes punctidorsa Keifer
Plate 1, F ig. 1-5;

Plate 47, Fig. 2

Anthocoptes punctidorsa Keifer, 19 43, Bull, Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
Eriophyid Studies 13: 216.
Type locality:
Type host:
Relatio

Sacramento, California

Ulmus pumila

to host:

Mites are undersurface leaf vagrants.

In South

Dakota the mi es were collected along the base of midrib on the under-

4 3.

leaf surface.
Discussion:

At the time of collection only a few

11

ites were found.

This species, according to Keifer, has some females with

less accentuated tergal structure which approach that of the male.
male has very much reduced tergal structure.
note that in

The

It is interesting to

eifer ' s illustration of the species there is this

variation of tergal structure in some females which does not depict a
typical female Anthocoptes with the broad ter� 1 enlar :ment.

The

South Dakota species generally fit with the less accentuated tergal
enlarg ment mentio

i by Keifer.

There are only 6 specimens collected

from South Dakota, and the typical Anthocoptes character with broad
tergal rings was not noted.

However, there is a male in the collection

which has much less accentuated tergites (Plate 1, Fig. 4-5) .

Here

again is the indication of variation of species characters that is not
well understood in the present taxonomic status of eriopl

d mites

and only after its biological study is made would evaluation be more
meaningful.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Ulmus sp.

Brookings

Date
7 / 12 / 70

Collector
M. L. Briones

Genus Calepitrimerus Keifer
Calepitrimer � Keif
Genotype:

L,

1938, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 26: 310.

Calepitri 1erus cariniferus Keifer, 19 38, Bull, Calif. Dep.

Agric. , 26: 310

44.
Discussion:

This genus is characteri zed by the short rostrum,

directed ventrad.
base.

Shield is proj ectea anteriorly over the rostrum

Body somewhat flattened dorsoventrally, elongate wedge-shaped
Accessory setae present.

in dorsal view.

P incipal part of the

abdominal dorsum longitudi ally concave, flanked laterally by a ri dge
on each side that begins a short distance behind the shield,
terminating shortly b efore the anal lobes ; mid- dorsal anterior half
or 2/3 of abdomen, consist of a large sharp ri dge, ending abruptly to
the rear.
Celepitrimerus baileyi Keifer
Plate 28, Fig. 3-4 ;

P l ate 49, Fig . 2

Calepitrimerus baileyi Keifer 1 38, Bull. Calif . Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies 2: 310 .

(Description of the pr Logyne)

Phyllocoptes aphrastus Keifer 1940, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies 12: 122.
Type locality:
Type host:

(Description of deutogyne)
Davis, Cali fornia

Pyrus mal us

This species is characterized by the wedge-shaped body which is
widest across the shield.
Relation to host:

The mite s live on the underside of the leaves among

the hairs, causing slight browning to the leaf surface.
hibernate arotmd the buds just back of the terminal bud.

The deutogynes
In South

Dakota this same relationship with the host is observed.
S uth Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Pyrus malus

Brookings

7 /26/ 7 0

M. L. Briones

45.
Calepitrime r� vitis (Na lepa)
(Grape rust mite)
Plate 28 , Fig. 1-2
Epitrimerus vitis Nalepa 1905, An z. Akad , Wiss, Wien, 42: 445.
Phyl locoptes vitis Nalepa 1905, An z. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 42: 268.
(This is a re feren e to the deutogyne, noted by Kei fer) .
Type loca lity:
Type host:

Austria

Vitis vini fera

This species has the mid- orsal ridge on more than 2/3 o f the
abdomen.
Relation to host:

The mites live on the underside of the leaves.

In

California, acco ding to Keifer (19 52) , the species is strongly
deuterogynous.

In South Dakota, the mites were found on wild grape on

the underleaf surface.

The leaves showed rusting symptoms.

South Dakota col lection record:
Host

Location

Vitis riparia

White

Date

Col lect or

8 /1 2 / 69

M. L. Briones

Genus Cecidophyes Nalepa
Cecidophyes Nalepa 1889 .
Genotype:

Sb Akad. Wiss. Math-Na

r. Wien, 98 : 31.

Phytoptus galii Karpelles 1884, in Keifer, 19 38.

Calif. Dep. Agric. , 2 6: 30 2.

(By subsequent designation. )

Bul l.
Cecidophyes

galii Nalepa, 1889 , SB, Akad Wien, 98: 142.
Discussion:

The mites of this genus lack

e tiferous dorsal t uber cles

46.
on the shield ; female genitalia appressed to t he spread rear coxae,
genital female coverflap longitudinally furrowed, anterior female
apoderne much shortened in ventral view.
Cecidophyes collegiatus Keifer
Plate 13, Fig. 3 ,

, 9;

Plate 43, Fig. 2

Cecidophyes collegiatus Keifer, 196 1.

Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

Eriophyid Studies B3: ll.
Type locality:
Type host:

College Park, Marylan

Acer �- n oides

Relation to host:

Mites are undersurface leaf vagrants.

No injury

to the leaves not ed.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Colle ctor

Acer platanoides

Yankton

5 /24/68

M. L. Briones

Brookings

5 / 5 / 69

M. L. Briones

Cecidophyes pusilla Keifer
Plate 13, Fig. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8;

Plate 44, Fig. 5

Cecidophyes pusilla Keifer, 1962. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies BS: 2-3.
Type locality:
Type host:

College Park, Ma

Quercus falcata

Relation to host:
midrib.

l and

The mites are undersurface leaf vagrants, along the

I n South Dakota this species occurs with E. mackiei and A.

occidentalis.

47.
A Hetero tergum sp. was noted in this same collection.

Determina-

tion of this particular species is being held in view of the few
materials now on hand.
South Dakota collection record:
Collect or

H st

Location

Date

Quercus macrocarpa

Gary Co.

9/ 6 / 67

Dr. B. McDaniel

Genus Eriophyes Von Siebold
Eriophyes Von Siebold, 195 1 Jahresh. Schles. G o . 28: 29.
1/
Type of genus- :

Eriophyes labiatiflorae Thomas.

( Designation by monotopy) 1872, Zeifchr. Fur Gesam Naturwis. n. s.
29 : 459.
Discussion

Members of this genus have the following characters:

Wormlike body with thanosomal rings sub�qual dorsoven t � lly.
of moder te size, with short form oral stylet.

Rostrum

Two dorsal shield

setae , arising from dorsal tubercles si tuated on rear shield and
direct the setae caudad, usually divergently.
setae including fo

Legs with all standard

cibial setae; forecoxae separated by sternal line.

All coxal s t�e present •

.!/ Kei fer in 1938 designat d Eriophyes vitis (Pgst. ) ( By subsequent
designation) as the genotype. Reference as to the revision o f Eriophyes
and Phytoptus see Newkirk and Keife�, 1971. USDA, ARS Eriophyid Studies

cs .

48.

Eriophyes 1rceosae n. sp.
Plate 14, Fig. 1-6
This

ecies is morphologi cally dif ferent fro

the other

described Eriophyes with 4 or 5-rayed featherclaws on the bases on
more t

n 4 combined attributes.

I t is found related to !• paradianthi
It

only on the shape of the shield and cell-formed shield pattern.

differs in shapes o f microtubercles and genitalia, sternal and coxal
ornamentation.

E. paradianthi has 6-rayed featherclaw and the shape

o f internal female apodeme is very dif ferent also.

While the relation

ships to other Eriop yes has be n made only on their morphological
characters and biological relationships are still missing, I am m king
th

South Dakota species new.
Female 110-130u long, average 125u, worrnlike.

Rostrum 15-2lu

long, projecting diagonally down; antapical seta 5 -6u long.
25-28u long, the anterior lobe somewhat rounded.
distinct lines :

Shield

Shield

sign o f

median line clear, meeting cross lines at rear 1 / 3,

another at about 2/3, and a clear dart shaped mark at rear margin;
adrnedian lines complete from side center meeting near the anterior
obe, gently arched out at middle and back to cross line at about 2/3;
from there arching out still far ther back to near rear margin.

First

submedian lines from sides of anterior lobe subparallel to admedian
ending at first cross line from rear margin.

Lateral shield from

. ubmedian line with about 7 cells formed by the s bsequent submedian
L es ahead o f the dorsal tubercles.

Firs t cross line ext

ding ahead

49.
of dorsal tubercles.
coxae.

Shield laterally with a band of granules above

Dorsal tubercles 2u long, transverse to body, 18-20u apart;

dorsal seta 20-23u long, located slightly ahead of rear of shield
margin, and pointing caudad, slightly diverging.

Foreleg :

Femur

6-7u long, with 4-Su long seta; patella 4-Su long; tibia length Su
with S-6u long seta; tarsus 4-Su long; claw 7-8u long; featherclaw 7u
long with 6-rays.

Hindleg :

Pemur 6-7u long with 4-Su long seta;

patella 4-Su long; tibia Su long; tarsus 4-Su long; claw length 7-8u ;
featherclaw 6 -7u lo g with 6-rays.

Coxae ornamented with sparse curved

lines and more granules; anterior coxae moderately connate with narrow
sternal line; first setiferous coxal tubercles farther apart than
s con

and behin , an terior coxal approximation; first coxal seta 6-7u

long; second tubercles only a short distance of the line across third
coxal tubercles, with 20-30u long seta; third coxal setae 30-40u long.
Abdominal annuli equal on tergites and sternites with 60-69 annules.
Lateral seta 20-25u long located on 10-11 annuli from rear margin.

vs 1 ,

35-40u long on 13-17 annules from Ls :

annuli from

vs 1 ; vs 3,

6-7u long on 15-17

20-22u long on 22-24 annuli from

annuli from the caudal lobe.
microtubercle

vs 2 ,

Accessory set

Su long.

vs 2 ,

or 4-5

Abdominal

ounded on ring margins, tending to be larger towards

the ventral te osome and progress ively becoming lines to rear.
genitalia ll-12u long, 19-20u wide wi

Female

18-20u long seta; g nital

coverflap with 10-12 longitudinal lines or ribs.
The species is named after Miss R. A. Arc

in appreciation for

personal courtesies extended to me during the course of this study.

50.
Type host:

Caragana arborescens

Type locality :

B ookings, South Dako ta
7 / 24/70

Da te collected :
Collector :

M. L. Briones

Rela tior to t s t:
caus

The mites are found on the leaf axils and buds,

g severe drying up of the buds.

Type materials :
A type slide with above da te ; 10 paratype slides ; dried and
alcohol preserved mi tes in buds .
E iophyes chondriphora (Keifer)
Plate 17, Fig. 1-8 ;

Pla te 45, Fig. 1

Aceria chondriphora Keifer , 1965, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies Bl _j . -6.
Eriophyes chondriphora (Keifer) Newkirk and Keife , L9 71, USDA, ARS
Eriophyid Studies C-5.
Type locality :
Type hos t:

Allen Spring, Lake Co. , California

Fraxinus latifolia B

Rela tion to host:

h. (Oleaceae) , Oregon Ash

These mi tes produce masses of bead galls on the

leaves with most of the openings on the lowe

surface.

In South

Dakota two types of damage were no ted, bead galls on the leaves (Fig. 7)
and fruiting bodies formed as pendan t masses of tissues, (Fig. 8) .
Eriophyes nimia (Hall) , is the mi te responsible for the penda � L masses
of tissues in F. a ericana in Kansas1 •

This abnormality i

si milar to

>
51.
the fruiting bodies formed as pendant m sses of tissues folllld in
!_. pennsylvanica in South Dakota.
Discussion:

There appea rs to be two types of femalecl 1rom the South

Dakota F. pennsylvanica; both types have 4- rayed featherclaws, and
were collecte

from both leaf galls and fruiting bodies.

One type

of female resembles .§._. chondriphora in shape, shield markings an
microtuberculations, but other females in the South Dakota populations
have longitudinal lines on the genital coverflap, thereby differing
from �- chondriphora wh Lh has an un - lined genital coverflap and
possesses 3- rayed f

therclaws.

The male of this type has similar

shield markings, microtub�rcula t ions but has a 4- rayed featherclaws.
The other type of female is similar to .§._. ni · a. ( described by Hall
in 1967 from Kansas) in shape of microtubercles, genital coverflap
and number of featherclaws; differing only in the shield pattern.
South Dakota populations have definite shield markings while �- nimia
has an unmarked shield.

In the South Dakota sa

les, a female was

noted with a nymph inside the body (Plate 1 7, Fig. 7) , indicating an
o voviviparous type of reproduction.
maj ority of th

n�

It was further observed that a

females collected from the leaf bead galls in South

ota · were strongly deuterogenous with 3-rayed featherclaws, smooth

shield markings and smooth genital coverflap.
not have microtubercles.

Deutogynes normally do

In view of the complete lack of biological

studies of this particular species, the South Dakota species are
placed under E. chondripho . until more information regarding the life

52.
histories of this species become available.

It mus t also be noted

th t no studies have been made on the morphology of
the ovoviviparous protogyne females.
a species has not been given
it obvi

1

he offspring of

Morphological variation within

n ough consideration in eriophyids but

ly exists , so that the description of new species on the

basis of one or two morphological dif ferences does not truly
contribute to progress in the

ork on th ' s particular group.

Perhaps

a different approach to study eriophyid taxonomy is ne-ded now to
accommodate the varia bility in a population complex.
The inadequate descriptions and illust ations of Nalepa's
E. fraxinovorous and subspecies further complicates the comparison
of the South Dakota species with Nalepa ' s species.
South Dakot

collection record:

Host

Location

Date

Co lector

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

Mitchell

6 / 5 /69

B. H. Kantack

F.

Bro

7 / 23/69

M. L. Briones

ennsylvanica

ings

Eriophyes calaceris (Keifer)
Plate 29, Fig. 5 - 6;

Plate 43, Fig. 4

Aceria calaceris Keifer, 19 52. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 41: 33.
Eriophyes calaceris (Keifer) , Newkirk and Keifer 19 71, Eriophyid
Studies CS.
Type locality:
Type host:

El Dorado Co. , California

Acer glabrum Torr. (Sierra Maple)

Relation to host:

Mites ar

n umerou

in erineum pouches on leaves

53.
( Fig. 1) .

Leaves from whi.ch specimens were collected were about 80%

infested, but the general growth of the tree did not seem to be
affected.
Discussion :

According to Keifer, at least four forms are known.

Two

of these are separated by their foretibial and shield structures ,
n vertheless,

!·

calaceris is the dominant form during September-

llected material.

Another form with leg structures like E. calaceris

is present as a minority in the population.

In this latter form,

male, do not diffe

males and an occasional

in tergite-sternite

relationships with the described !• calaceris and bo t
latter group are completely microtuberculated.

sexes of this

Tl is is

ssibly

another case of deuterogyny and therefore needs further study.
Eriophyes negundi (Hodgki s) needs careful study to relate with
the species found from South Dakota on Acer negundo.

However, the

damage on the South Dakota host is similar to that of Hodgkiss'
description.
Since the South Dakota mat rial fits generally well with E. calaceris,
l L s species is retained under E. calaceris rather than E. neg un i
until further investigation is made on the biology on this species
complex from Acer negundo.

They all possess 4-rayed featherclaws.

South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Acer negundo

Brookings

7/ 16 / 69

M. L. Briones

5 4.
Erioph � celt's Kendall
Plate 15, F ig. 1- 6 ;
Eriophyes celt i s Kendall, 1929.
Type locali ty:
Type host:

Pla te 45, F ig. 4

Psyche 36:

(J

•

Forest Hills, Massachuset ts

Cel t is occid n talis canina

Ac ria snetsingeri Keifer, 19 57. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 46: 2 44.
Rela t ion to host:
K nall (1929)

The mi tes cause bud deforma t ion and "wi tches broom".

nd K ifer (19 5 7) descr " bed the same type of damage

found in Sou th Dako ta.

� Fig. 10) .

Hall (1967b) m n t ioned similar

damage from Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas on Celtis occidentalis.

I t is

apparent this species is w idespread.
Discussion:

South D kota hackberry probably exhibi ts two morphologi

cally different species of �- cel tis.

One is of the snetsingeri type

and the o ther differs from celtis on the basis of t he gen i t al coverflap
and leng th of the m· t s.

Specimens in the species of celtis have

smooth geni tal coverflaps while the other species noted in Sou th Dakota
possesses a geni tal coverfla

wi th longitudinal lines.

Wi th the

present inadequate knowledge regarding the complex of eriophyids on
celt is, the Sou th Dako a species is placed under E. celt is un til the
biology of the species from hackberry is studied.
Sou th Dakota collect i ,n record:
Host

Locat ion

Cel t is oc identalis L.

Lake Oakwood

Da te

Collect ion

7 / 12 /69

M. L. Briones

55 .
Eriophyes douglasiana (Wilson and Oldfield)
Plate 16; Fig. 1-6
Aceria douglasiana Wilson and Oldfield, 1966, Ann. Entomol. Soc. Am.
59 : 589.
Type locality :

Woodchuck Park, 9 miles east of Temucula, Riverside

Co. , California.
Type host :

Artemisia douglasiana

Relation to host :

Mites were found

ong the hairs on the undersurface

of leaves with no damage noted.

In South Dakota, the mites were

collected from the undersurfac

of the leaves of Solidago sp. and

Cerasti um arvense among the hairs.
South Dakot

No damage was noted on both hosts.

collection record :
Date

Collector

Lake Goldsmith

6 /5 /69

M. L. Briones

White

8 / 12/69

M. L. Briones

Host

Location

Cerastium arvense
Solidago s

Eriophyes mackiei (Keifer)
Plate 20, Fig. 1-4;

Plate 4 - 5, Fig. 2

Aceria mackiei Keifer, 1938, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies 2 : 302.
Eriophyes mackiei (Keifer) Newkirk and K

fer, 19 71.

Studies CS.
Type locality :
Type h Jy t :

Capitol Park, Sacramento, California

Quecus chrysolepsis Liebm.

Eriophyid

56 .
Relation to host :

In South Dakota the mites formed erineum pockets

on the undersurface of oak leaves.
Discussion:

(Fig. 15 -16 ).

The South Dakota species belongs to a complex with

3- rayed featherclaws found on oak and described by Keifer under 4
different species.

!•

These are compared in Table 1.

Keifer separated

paramackiei from E. mackiei mainly by the type of host damage,

prominence of shield lines and coverflap structure.

E.

riplacis

di ffers from E. ecantyx by having rounded microtubercles and also
damage on the host.

The South Dakota species is placed in E. mackiei

on the basis of priority of description rather than any specific
characters, since all of them share common gross morphological
characters that are not adequate to represent new species.
Careful examination of many individuals within a population
revealed many variations such as prominence of shi

d lines, genital

coverflap, tuberculations or markings, and st pe of microtub ercles.
In all the specimens examin d, the number of featherclaw rays was
consistently 3.
At the present stage of knowledge regarding variation within a
populat · n of eriophyoid taxonomy, it is not possible to clearly
u derstand the relationships among the species compared in Table 1,
and maybe only biological work will eventually clarify this situation.
Pe - aps the species faun

on different varieties of Quercus will be

found to be conspecific on the 1
biological studies.

is of fur�her morphological and

5 7.

Table 1 . - Comparison of the Eriophyes species with 3-rayed featherclaws
found on oak.
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Female length

15 -230u

U p to 2 u

160-20 u

140 - 180u

190-205u

No. of feather
claws

3

3

3

3

3

No . of a bdomi
nal rings

60 -65

56-55

52

55-60

63-69

Mic • tubercles

rounded

rounded

son, what
pointed

some round - rounded
ed & some
somewhat
pointed

Length of LS
on abdomina l
rings

24u on
6- 7

20u on 5

21 on 5

23 on 5

20-28
on 5-6

First abdomina l

36 on 19

1 7 on 16

31 on 1 7

35 on 16

26-35
on 16-19

1 2u on 33

llu on 29

7u on 3 3

8u on 29

9 -1 2
o n 29 -35

36u on 4

20u on 4

19u on 5

22u o n 5

20 39
Ol -5

Genital ia :
Width x length

18 X 10

20 X 13

20 X 1 2

1 8 X 10

1 7 -2 0 X
8 -10

Seta length

7 . 5u

5. 5u

7 . Su

4. 5u

5- 7u

No. of li es

8 -1 0

8

10

9 -10

8 -10

Relation to
host

p .t uced
cluster s
of twigs

erineum
pockets

on buds

erineum & erineum
vagrants on
leaves &
twigs

vs 2 o n abdom
rings

11

1

VS3 on abdominal
rings from rear
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South Dako ta collection record :
Host

Loca tion

Quercus macrocarpa

Whi te

Da te

Collec tor

7 / 2 5/ 69

M. L. Brion es

Eriophyes � Keifer
Pla te 1 8 , Fig . 1- 6 ;

Plate 4 3, Fig. 6

Eriophyes mori Keifer, 1 9 39, Bull. Calif . Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
S tudies
Type lo 4li ty :
Type host :

S acramen o, California

Marus sp. Mulberry

Re lation to hos t :
the hos t.

Mi t �

were collected from the b ases and buds of

In South Dako ta, the mites were found as leaf vagran ts on

the undersurfa ce of leaves along w i th Mesolox tut tlei.
Dis cussion :

Mi tes in this species are charac teri ze d by their obscure

shield pa t terns, granular si des an d possession or a 5-rayed fea ther
claws.

The ab domen i s comple tely mi cro tuberlated.

specimens differs sligh tly
coxae.

The South Dako ta

rom !• mori on Lhe basis of the granula ted

I consi der the difference insign ifican t a t this stage of the

knowledge we have on the differen t varia t ions being observed in
eri ophyoi d species.
S outh Dako ta collec tion recor d :
Host

Loca t ion

Marus a lba

Gayville

Date

8 / 24 /70

Collector

M. L. B

es

59 .
Eriophye

neoartemisiae (Keifer)

Plate 19, Fig. 1-2, 7-8;

Plate 44, Fig. 1

Eriophyes �artemisia Keifer, 1938. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
Eriophyid Studies 27: 302-3.
Type Host:

Artemisia heterophylla Nutt.

Type locality:

Sacramento, Cali fornia

Aceria neoartemisiae (Keifer) , Newkirk and Keifer, 19 71 , Eriophyid
Studies CS.
Relation to host:

These mites were vagr nts on the undersides of

leaves or on the surface of buds.

Later , hosts were examined wh ich

had numerous erineum pockets developing on the unders ide of leaves.
In South Dakota, the mi tes caused distortion of general growth,
producing clustering of leaves and flowers (Fig. 5) .
Discussion:

According to Keifer's observation, some of th e larger

female mites possessed microtuberculated tergi tes over the entire
dorsum, with their genitalia apparently lacking the large setal lobes,
but had the anterior apodeme as figured for E. neoartemisiae.

He

postulated that this may indicate dimorph ism arising from a prior
vagrant existence in which the mites later moved in to a protected
state.

Th is s ecies is very similar to Eriophyes artemi siae (Can. ) of

Euro e in shield pattern and Keifer thinks that it may eventually be
considered a

ariety, although the damage of European .§_. artemisiae to

the host is not the same as on the California host plant.

60.
The true relationships that exist between the European,
California, and South Dakota Eriophyes on Artemisia are not presently
determined.

This is not the first case of a suspected complex status

of eriophyids, closely related, and similar in many morphological
aspects, which are found in host plants belongin
genus or families.

to the same plant

Many of these s · tuations involving complex mites

are found in the South Dakota species and will probably remain as such
1ntil the biology of these groups is studied.
South Dakota callee � n record:
Host

Location

Artemisia frigida

Lake Goldsmith

Date

Collector

6/ / 69

M. L. Briones

Eriophyes parapopuli (l � ' fer)
Plate 19, Fig. 3-4, 5-6;
--�--v

I drapopuli Keifer 19 40.

Plate 44; Fig. 2
B 11. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid

Studies 8: 22
Type locality:

Ennis Montana

Da e collected:
10st:

January 2, 1939

Populus sp.

Relation to host:

The mites ca se a prol

eration around the

uds,

forming irregular woody galls sometimes a half inch or more in dia eter.
In South Dakota, the same type of damage was noted (Fig. 2) .
Discussion:

According to Keifer (1940) Eriophyes pa !populi is

ry

similar to Nalepa's E. populi, diffe lng only in the pa tern of shield
and the possessions of accessory setae, but I prefer to leave it under

61 .

!•

parapopuli as the South Dakota specimens fit well with Keifer's

description.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Populus sp.

Black Hills

Date
7/ ? / 6 8

Collector
L. Wood

Eriophyes parulmi (Keifer)
Plate 21, Fig. 3-4 ;

Plate 4 4, Fig. 3

Eriophyes parulmi K ifer , 196 5, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies B- 1 3: 9.
Type locali ty:
Type host:

Beloit, Wisconsin

U lmus, americana

Aceria parulmi (Keifer), Hall, 196 7. Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull. 47: 6 27
Relation to host:
surfaces.

Finger-like galls are produced on the upper leaf

The same galls are found in South Dakota (Fig. 17 & 18) .

Galls on yotmg leaves are o

the same color as the leaves, but

brownish or darker on older leaves.
in Kansas is locali z�

According to Hall the infestation

on the host, with only a few leaves in any

single area showing galls.

This observation is also true in South

Dakota.
South Dakota collection record:
Date

Host

Location

Ulmus american

Brookings Co.

8/3 /69

M. L. Briones

Yankton Co.

8/13/69

M. L. Brion s

6 2.
Eriophyes tulipae Keifer
(Wheat curl mite)
Plate 23; Fig. 1-4 ;

Plate 44, Fig. 4

Eriophyes tulipae Keifer, 1938, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 2 7: 1 85.
Aceria tulipae (Keifer) , Keifer, 19 52. Bull. Calif. Insect Survey,
2: 33.
Aceria tulipae (Keifer) , Keifer, 1953. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
42: 65.
Aceria sp. Slykhuis, 19 53. Can. Jour. Agric. , Sci. , 33: 19 5.
Eriophyes tulipae (Keit er) , Newkirk and Keifer 19 71, Eri phyid Studies
C-5.
Type locality:
Type host:

Sacram nto, Sacramento Co. , California.

Tulipa sp.

R l ation to hosts:

Mites are found along the wheat lea

furrows on

the upper surface and cause longitudinal leaf rolling in heavily
infested wheat and corn.

I n wheat the mites move to the heads in

response to the maturing of the leaves.

In corn, the

ites are found

on the leaves, stalks, husks, silks, and on kernels.
This species is one of the most economically important eriophyids
since it transmits several viruses of wheat, corn and also causes
kernel red streak of corn, a toxemia.

!·

tulipae is worldwide in distribution, occurring throu

wheat growing areas of North America and Europe.

out the

►
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South Dakota collection record :
Host

Location

Ag ropyron triticum

Western part of
South Dakota

Date

Collector

8 / ? / 69

W. Gardner

Re fer to White (1966) for these host records in South Dakota.
Eriophyes tay lori n. sp.
Plate 22, Fig. 1-9
This species is close to !• chondriphora (Keifer) but differs
in the following features :

pattern of shield granulations; number

of featherclaw, shape of female genitalia; coxal _ sternal line and
ornamentation, and shaped of the internal genital apodeme.
Female.

Length 120-160u; body

hickness 47-SOu, width 6 0-80 u.

Rostrum 2 7-30u long; antapical seta 2 -3u long.

Shield 2 3-30u long,

designed with granulated lines; median line complete on rear 1/3 tu
fir t cross li e; admedian lines complete; slightly diverging

t

middle to first cross. line, then curved out farther to rear shield
margin, enclosing the median line.

First submedian line may be faint

on some specimens, the second submedian subparallel the first, and
forming two irregular cells ahead of the dorsal tubercles.

This

formation of irregular cells may be faint on so e of the specimens.
·· till with the others, the general pattern of s
obscure, except the rear 1 / 3 of the shield.

eld design is

Dorsal tubercles 3-4. Su

long, located on the rear shield margin, 2 5 -30u long and painting
caudally ; distance between dors al tubercles 22-29u ; axis of dorsal
tubercles transverse to body.

64.
Forelegs:

Femur 9 -lOu long , seta 10-llu long; patella 4u long;

tibia 7-7. Su long , seta 6-7u long; tarsus 6u long; claw 6. 5-7u long;
featherclaw 6-8u long , 4-rayed.

Hind legs:

Femur 9-lOu long , seta

9-lOu long; patella 3. 5-4u long; tibia 6-7u long; tarsus 5. 5-6 u
1 n g; claw 6. 5-7u long; featherclaw 5-Bu long , 4-rayed.
Coxae ornamented wi th distinct granule

sternal line forked

anteriorly; first coxal tubercle slightly farther apart than seco
first coxal tubercle located on the middle of coxal approximation ,
seta 10-llu long; secuL d coxal tub ercles located on rear of coxal
approximation , seta 14-25u long; third coxal tubercle located
slightly ahead of the rear mark of coxal approximation; setae 35-45u
long.

Abdominal annuli entirely microtuberculated , these micro

tubercles variable , some are definitely pointed others are bead
shaped , somewhat produced dorsally or rear edge of annuli , ventrally
they are not touching the rJ gs except in the caudal portion.
number of abdominal tergites 43-50.
rear.

vs 2 ,

LS , 28u long o

Counts of microtubercles per lOu arc between
6-8 and between

vs 3 ,

7-8.

Total

9-11 annuli from

vs 1 ,

6-7; between

Accessory seta 3. 5-4. 0u long.

Genitalia , 1 3-16u long , 20-22u wide , seta 10- 1 3u long; coverflap with
10-11 longitudinal lines.
Male.

Males are similar to female except they are generally

slightly smaller , averaging 1 30u long.
seta lOu long.

Genitalia , llu long , 20u wide ,

Number of annuli between genitalia and hind coxae , 6-7.

6 5.
u ed after Mr. Charles Tay lor, Plant Taxonomist

The species is

South Dakota State Universi y, who identified all the hosts used in
this study .
Ty

locality :

Type host :

Brookings, South Dakota

Syringa persicae

Date collected :
Relation host :

6 /ld / 69
Mites collect d ,n the tmdersurface o f the leaves ;

stem and in the buds.
Other host :

Syringa sp.
Eriophyes ulmi (Garman)
Plate 21, Fig. 1-2

Phytoptus ulmi Garman , 1 88 3, Ill. State Entom. Rep.
Type host :

2 : 18 7.

Ulmus americana L.

Type locality:

Illinois

Relation to host :

The mites caused galls on leaves of elm.

The South

Dakota species was collected on elm galls, (Fig. 1 7-18) , along w th
Eriophyes parulmi discussed on Pages 60-61 in this manuscript.
Discussio .

According to Garman the mites are slender with 6 7 to 70

stria, with 3-ray�

featherclaws.

This species differs from E. parulmi

lJ y having 3-rayed fe therclaws instead of 5-rayed.
Analysis of the relationship of these Eriophyes wi h 5 and 3-rayed
featherclaws reported
by Keifer (19 6 5 ) .

L orn Ulmus in North America and Europe is given

The species are ve ry closely related b ut only the

study of their life histories will throw light to such relationships.

66.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Ulmus amer · cana

Date

Collector

Brookings Co.

8/ 3/69

M. L. Briones

Yankton Co.

8/ 18/69

M. L. Briones

Genus Mesolox Keifer
M solox Keifer, 1962, Calif. Dep . Agric. , Eriophyid Studies B-5: 11.
Mesolox tuttlei Keif r

G notype:
Discussion:
central

The most

ist · nct characteristics of this genus are the

orsal longitudinal ridge s

tern and the furrow between the

ridges that ends with the union of these two ridges at the posterior
1/ 4.

Dorsal setae divergent to the r • u

tubercles.

th t are set in dorsolateral

Shield has a beak-like proj ection which � xtends over the

rostrum, this is seen clearly in lateral view.
Mesolox tuttlei Keifer
Plate 3 7, J:i' ig. 3-6; Plate 48, Fig. 4
Mesolox tuttlei Keifer, 1962.

lif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid Studies

B-5: 11.
Type locality:
Type host:

Bay Ci y, iichigan

Parthenocissus quinquefolia

Relation to host:

The mites are under urface leaf vagrants.

In South

Dakota the mites are numerous on both leaf surfaces causing severe
browning and drying of Virginia creeper leaves.
Morus alba.

No damage noted in

67.
South Dakota collection records:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Parthenocissus
gu·nguefolia

Yankton

9 /9 /69

M. L. Briones

Marus alba

Gayville

4 / 10 / 69

M. L. Briones

Genus Phyllocoptes Nalepa
Phyllocoptes Nalepa, 1889. Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 9 8: 116
Genotype:

Phyllocoptes carpini Nalepa (by subsequent designation)

Keifer, 19 38, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 27:19 1.
Discussion:

Mites · n this genus have simple featherclaws; dorsal

tae are ahead of the rear shield an ,l directed centrally, upward or
forward ; and slight subdorsal furrows are present on the abdomen.
r sentatives of ,pecies i n this genus are usually vagrants o
the under urface of leaves, however, some species 'nhabit other areas
of the host, in buds, petiole bases and fruits.

Species in this genus

have a wide geographical distribution.
Phyllocoptes arceuthi
Plate 24, Fig. 1-4 ;

Plate 49, Fig. 1

Phyllocoptes arceuthi Keifer, 1953, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies 22: 70.
Type locality:
Type hos t:

El Dorado Co. , California

Juniperus occid

Relation to host:

The mites are i

leaves on the twigs.
during this study.

talis
the crevices under the scale-like

Few speci mens were collected from South Dakota

68.

Discussion:

This species i s related to f_. adalius, but differs from

it by having the shield pattern as lines rather than rows of granules.
Perhaps this morphological differences is not significan t and these
two species may be conspecific.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Juniperus virginiana

Brookings

Date

Collector

7/ 20/ 70

M. L. Briones

Phyllocoptes didelphis Keifer
Plate 25, Fig. 1-6;

Plate 46, Fig. 4

Phyllocoptes didelphis Keifer, 195 4, Bull.

lif. Dep. Agric. ,

Eriophyid Studies 2 : 125.
Type locality:
Type host:

Twin Bridge, El Dorado Co. , California

Populus tremuloides Mihx. (Salicaceae) Aspen.

Relation to host:

The mites form open erineum pockets on the leaf

undersurfaces which appear as bulges on the upper leaf surface .

The

erineae is a cream-white irregular epidermal growth full of recesses.
Mites are found at the bases of hairs forming this erineum.

In South

Dakota, the mites are in this same type of gall-erineum deformation
(Fig. 9) .
Discussion:

This mite is similar to Phyllocoptes populi Nalepa in

Europe, which inhabi ts erineae on Populus tremula; P. populi has a
2-rayed featherclaw while P. didelphis has a 3-rayed featherclaw.

The

true relationships of these closely related speci�s will not be known
until the biology of each is investigated.

69.

South Dakota collection re.cord:
Host

Location

Populus sp.

Black Hills at
Hanna Creek

D te

Collector

8 / 3/ 67

B. McDaniel

Phyllocoptes microspinatus Hall
Plate 2 6, Fig. 1-5 ;

Plate 4-6, Fig. 5

Phyllocoptes microspinatus Hall, 19 67, Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull. 47: 647.
Type locality:
Type host:

Iola, Allen Co. , Kansas

Juglans nigra

Relation to host:

Mites were taken from the lower s rface of the leaf.

No obvious damage to the host was observed.

Mi tes from South Dakota

were found on the undersu 1face of leaves along the midrib.

No damage

was noted
Discussion:

This species is recognized by the shield pattern and the

lateral designs on the shield.

Since the South Dakota specimens were

morphologically almost identical to Hall ' s microspinatus, I am placing
them under this species.
Host

Location

Juglans nigra

Lake Goldsmith

Date

Collector

6 / 5 / 69

M. L. Briones

Phyllocoptes slinkardens i Keifer
Plate 27, Fig. 1- 4 ;

Plate 49, Fig. 2

Phyl locoptes sli�kardensii Keifer, 1966, Bul l. Cal f. D�p. Agric. ,
Eriophyid Studies B-2 1: 21.

70.
Type host:

Rosa u ltramontana

T ype locality:

Slinkard Canyon, Topaz district, Mono Co. , California.

Relation to host:

The mites are found on the petiole bases of the

host with "witches broom" symptom.
According to Keif �

(1966) graft tests have shown that the witches

broom symptom is caused by a virus and P. slinkardensii could be a
vector.

In South Dakota the mites are found vagrant on the petiole

bases and undersurface of the leaves.

The host showed no witches

broom symptoms but the plants were rather stunted and the leaves and
petiole rusted.
Discussion:

This species is extremely close to

f.

fructiphilus K.

from Rosa californica and differs only in shapes of microtubercles.
R_. slinkarde - i has the microtubercles produced as definite spinules
while R_. fructiphilus has rounded or somewhat conical in shape.

The

South Dakota specimens fits very well with the description of
P. slinkardensii hence it is b ing placed there, however, this
differences in the shapes of microtubercles with P. fr �tiphilus may
be morphological variation and these s pecies may be conspecific.

This

is an ther case of a probably complex species whereby only biological
study can clarify thei r true taxonomic position.
South Dakota c llection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

� Sp

Brookings

8 / 12 / 69

M. L. Briones

7 1.
Genus Platyphytoptus Keifer
Platyphytoptus Keifer , 1938. Bull. Calif. Dep. Ag
Genotype:

Platyphytoptus sabiniana Keifer,

i C. ,

2 7: 188.

9 38. Bull. Calif. Dep.

Agric. , 27: 188.
Discussion:

This genus is characterized by the dorsoventrally

flattened body; abdomen subdivided by a sublateral groove into a
tergum and sternum from j ust above the genitalia running caudad and
fading out ahead of 3rd ventral setae.

The legs with 6 �egments;

featherclaw simple; anterior coxae separated.

Female genitalia

h

a short coverflap.
Only a few species are known in this genus and these are from
California and Kansas.

Hall (196 /b) indicated that at least one

species of Platyphytoptus o

throughout the United States.

Pl a yphytoptus sabiniana Keifer
Plate 37, Fig. 1-2;

Plate 47, Fig. 3

Platyphy coptus sabiniana Keifer, 1938.

111. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

2 7: 188.
Type locality:
Type host:

Oroville , California

Pinus sabiniana

Relation to host:

Mites are usually found on the needle sheaths.

Scarification of the needles is the only type of damage noted.
South Dakota, the rr�tes are found at the scarified tip of the n
This scarifi

not appear to harm the host.

In
dles.

72 .
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Pinus sy1 v stris

Brookings

10/ 5 /69

M. L. Briones

Addi � anal hosts listed by Hall (196 7).
Genus Vasates Shimer
Vasates Shimer, 1869. Trans. Am. Entomol. Soc. 2: 319.
Type of genus:

Vas · es quadripedes Shimer, 1869, Keifer 19 4 4, Bull�

Calif. Dep. Agric. , 33: 2 5 (By subsequen t designati n ).
Discussion:

The genus is characterized by an anterior shield lobe

over the rostrum, and with smooth tergites about as numerous as the
microtuberculated sternites.

The dorsal tubercles are on the rear

shield margin, directing the dorsal setae caudad; the genital female
coverflap smooth.

Species occur commo 1

in Europe, in North America

and Southeast Asia.
Vasates quadripedes Shimer
Plate 35, Fig. 1-6;

Plate 36, Fig. 1-5;

Plate 48, Fig. 5-6

Vasates quadripedes Shimer, 1869, Trans. Am. Entomol.

oc. , 2: 319.

Phytoptus quadripedes Osborn, 18 79.

Iowa State

Phytoptus quadripedes G

Ill. State Entomol. Rpt. 12: 135.

, 1882.

Eriophyes quadripedes Banks, 1901.

llege Quart. , 2: 32.

Am. Econ. Entomol. , 7: 106

Phyllocoptes quadripedes Parrot, Hodgkiss, Schoene, 1906 N. Y. Exp t.
Sta. Bull. No. 2 8 3.
Vasates quadripedes Shimer. Keifer, 19 44. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
33: 2 5 .

7 3.
Relation to host:

These mites produce bladder-like galls on the

upper surface of the leaves (Fig. 3) .

This condi tion is qui te

common in the foliage of maple in this state.

Early in the summe

the gall color is green becoming pink or red, and later turning
black, eventually drying up the leaves.
affected with galls tha

Some leaves are so heavily

a premature abscission occurs.

range from as few as 5 up t o 60 in a single leaf.

be galls

Size of the galls

varies from 2 to 5 mm in length.
Another type of damage no ted in maple is the forma tion of a
pink erinea on the underleaf surface (Fig. 4) .
S

th Dako ta collection record:

Hos t

Location

Date

Collec tor

Acer saccharum

Brookings

7/ 12 /67

M. L. Briones

Mitchell

7/ ? / 69

B. H. Kantack

Vasates gleditsiae Keifer
Plate 36, Fig. 1-5;

Le 48, Fig. 3

Vasates gled·tsiae Keifer, 1959, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies 26: 275.
Type locality:

Alexandria, Virginia

Type host:

Gledi

iae triac nthos

Relation t

host:

These rust mites are often associat ed with new

grow th on dying trees.
the mi tes are fo

Heavy infesta tion noted.

In South Da o ta,

d along t he midrib on the undersurface of leaves

and are of ten associated wi th An thocoptes bakeri.

74.
tsiae has a 5-rayed featherclaw and net-

Discussion :
wo k-like shield pattern.

Microtubercles are el ongated on tergites

and proj ct unevenly from the annuli .

Tergites are wider than

sternites.
South Dakota c ollection record :
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Gleditsia triacanthos

Gayvil c

6 / 24 / 69

M. L. Briones

Brookings

7/24 / 70

• L. Briones

Genus Phytoptus Duj ardin 1851
Ph ytoptus Duj ardin 1851 , Ann. Sci. Nat. 3 , Zool. 15 : 1 5 5 .
Genotype :

Ph1 optus tiliae Pagenstecher , 1857 , Verh. Ver. Heidelburg

1 : 46.
Type host :

Tilia platyphyllos

Phyto optes Donnadieu 1876 , Ann. de las Soc. Linneene 26 : 153-1 5 5 .
Eriophyes van Sieb old , 1851 , Keifer , 19 38 , Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
27-301.
Phytoptus Duj ardin , Newki
Discussi on :

and Keifer 1971 , Eri ophyid Studies C-5 : 1-2.

This genus is characterized by the paired setiferous

shield tubercles which are more or less ahead of the
directing the setae ahead

p.

ear shi ld margin

Female genitalia somewhat

ppressed

t o the c oxae; female genital coverflap longitudinally furrowed and
anterior genital apodeme much shor ened in ventral view.

75.
Phytoptus brownei Keifer
Plate 29, Fig. 1- 4 ;

Plate 43, Fig. 3

Er'ophyes br Jnei Keifer, 1966, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , Eriophyid
Studies B- 17 : 7-8.
Phytoptus brown i (Keifer) Newkirk and Keifer, 19 7 1, Eriophyid Studies
- 5.
Type locality :
Type host :

Gold Hill, Medford district, Oregon

Symphoricarpus rivularis

Relation to host :

The mites are found in the leaf edgerolls.

of these take the t rm of central leaf rolls.

Some

In South Dakota the

mites are found in the buds and leaf axils and no damage noted at the
time of collection.
Discussion :

This mite i · characterized by the 6-rayed featherclaw,

pointed microtubercles projecting over the ring margins, admedian
shield lines not pointed across center an

the first setiferous coxal

tubercles opposite anterior coxal approximation.

Dorsal tubercles

set a little ahead of rear mar in and the axis somewhat longitudinal.
South Dakota collection · �ord:
Host

Location

S n horicarpus
0cc dentalis

Lake Oakwood

Date

C llector

8 / 23/69

M. L. Briones

ytoptus �marginatae (Keifer)
Plate 30, Fig. 1- 7;

Plate 47, Fig. 4

Eriophyes emarginatae Keifer, 1939, Bull. Ca lif. Dep. Agric. , 28: 1 44- 1 45.

76 .
Type locality:

5 miles wes L of Tragedy Springs at Maiden's Grove ,

Amador County, alt. 8000, California.
Type host:
Discussion:

Prunus e

rginata

Keifer described the female of _!:. emarginatae in 19 39

giving the following characters :

absence of ring microtub ercles,

very short beak and type of leg segments.

Oldfield (1969) studied

the biology and morphology of this species associated with finger
The galls observed were similar to the galls found

galls on Prunus.

in South Dakota (Fig. 11 ) .

Information on the existence of a possible

un ivoltine type of life history in eriophyids is also discussed in
his p · pers.

At least 3 different species of Prunus are repor �d to

have the finger galls caused by P. emarginatae in western United
States according to Oldfield.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Prunus virginiana

Lake Oak JOd

Date

Collector

8/23/69

M. L. Briones

Phytoptus prunidemissae (Keifer)
Plate 3 , Fig. 8-11;

Plate 47, Fig. 5

Eriophyes prunidimissae Keifer, 19 56, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric., 24: 159.
Type locality:

Forest Home District, San Bernardino, Co. , California.

Type host :

1s virginiana v

Pr

Relation to hos t:

• demissa

Keifer ( 19 56) reported tha

these mites l ive in the

terminal buds and have no apparent relation to leaf gal ls of the same
hosts.

Observation m Je by Oldfield (1969) showed that P. prunidemissae

7 7.

mites reproduced in apical and subapical buds of western choke �herry
early in the growing season in Southern California.

He also noted

that later in the s eason, these mites invaded the galls produced by
Phytoptus emarginatae (K) on western choke cherry and produced a1 other
generation.

Individuals of R_. prunidemissae outnumbered P. emarginatae

n most of the galls by late summer.
In South Dakota, _!:. prunidemissae was t und in galls associated
with P. emarginatae only on Prun� virginiana.
South Dakota collection record:
Location

Date

Collector

Prunus padus

Yankton

7/9 / 6 8

M. L. Briones

Prunus virginiana

Lake Oakwood

7/ 23/ 69

M. L. Briones

Mites from Pr � padus were collected from the base of leaf petioles,
while those from Prunus virginiana were from finger galls.

(Fig. 11) .

1/
Genus Tegonotus- Nalepa
Tegonotus Nalepa 1890 , Anz. Akad. Wien, 2 7 : 21 3.
Oxypleurites Nalepa 189 1, Denk. Akad.
Genotype:
Discussion:

iss. Wien, 58: 868.

Tegonotus heptachanthus Nalepa 1 8 89 , Zoologica 24 : 271.
Members of this gen s are characteri zed by the mo re or

less acute lateral projections formed by individual tergites which are
smoo

, broad and much less numerous than the sternites.

The dorsal

.!/ Refer to Newkirk and Keifer (19 71) for the revision of this genus
and genotype.

78.
setae may be variable.
evenly downcurved.

The telo om

of the abdomen is more o

less

This genus although not commonly collected seems

to have a wide range.

Representative species of

from Europe, As ia and United States.

his genus are known

This group has not been reported

to contain economically important species.
Tegonotus aesculifoliae (Keif r)
Plate 32 ; Fig. 1-4 ;

Plate 4 7, Fig. 6

Phyllocoptes aesculifoliae K ifer 19 38, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
27 : 307.
Oxypleuri tes carinatus

ifer 19 38, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,

27 : 312.
Oxypleurites aesculifoliae Keifer 19 38, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
27 : 312-313.
Ox.ypleurites neocarinatus Keifer 19 39, Bull . Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
28 : 1 52.
Tegonotus aesculifoliae Newkirk and Keifer 19 71, Eriophyid Studies C-5.
Type locality :
Type host :

Near Novato, Marin Co. , California

Aesculus californicus

Relation to host :

The mites cause some silvering of the leaves.

No

discernible damage by this species was noted on the host at the time
of collection.
Discussion :
californica.

The mites were found under bud scales.

Keifer ( 1938) described P. aesculifoliae from Aesculus
The following year he described Oxypleurites neocarintus

79 .
from the same h �t.

Subsequent biological studies made by Keifer

(1952) on these po

lations showed that two types of females exist

i n speci es ; tl � protogy ; or summer form which he had named

o.

neocarind us and a deutogyne which he had named 0. aesculifoli e.
According to a later rev ti ion by Newkirk and Keifer this species is
now Tegonotus aesculi foliae.

Keifer was the first worker on eriophyids

to . recognized deutorogyny.
Tegonotus lindenus n. sp.
Plate 33, Fig. 1-6
This species is typical of the Tegonotus grouµ by having the
lateral tergites tooth-like or accentuated as well as the much
enlarged tergites • .!_. carinatus Keifer possessed the same central
arch on shield and portions of abdomen but differs from it in numb er
of featherclaws and shield desig .
characteristic to

Perhaps the most important

cparate this new species from the other described

Tegonotus is the missing first c xal seta.
Female 120- 120u long, 40-50u wide.
shape.

Body flattened and wedge

Rostrum 10-15u long, projecti ng down.

Shield 30-32u long,

broadly subtriangular, slightly arch centrally, the arch with scattered
distinct gL 1 ules.

Dorsa l

berculated seta located at rear shield

margin, seta 10-13u long, somewhat pointing forward and converging
median.

Distance between dorsal tubercles ca. 9-l0u.

2-3. Su long.

Antapical seta

Abdomen with 19-20 enlarged smooth tergites which is

toothlike at ventral view.

Abdominal sternites consist of ca. 59-60

80.
rings, microtuberculated.

The size of the microtubercles small,

somewhat po inted on ring margins.

Towards the ventral telosome , ere

is a progressive elongation of the microtubercles a
2 0 2 5u long on 9-1 1 ring from behind the coxae;

13-16 ring from LS;

vs 2 ,

vs 1,

35-40u long on

10- 1 5u long on 1 5- 1 6 ring from

30-3lu long on 4-6 ring from rear.
Forelegs:

Lateral seta

vs 1; vs 3,

Accessory seta ca. 2 0u long.

Femur length 6-7u, with 5-6u long seta; patella 4-Su long ;

tibial seta S u long; tarsus 4-6u long; claw 7u long; featherclaw 6u
long and 4- ayed.

First coxal seta appears to be missing; second

coxal seta 9-1 2 u long; third coxal seta 32 -35u long.

Coxae with

sparsely distribu ted dots and transverse fine lines.

Hindlegs:

Femur

length 6-7u; femoral seta 4-Su long; patella 4-Su long; tibia 4-Su
long; tarsus 5-6u long; claw 7

long; feathe claw 6u long and 4-rayed.

Female genitalia 1 2 -14u long and 2 0- 2 4u wide; genital seta 8-l0u
long; genital coverflap with 5-6 longitudinal lines.
Males are about the same size and shape as the females.
of male genitalia ca. 1 6u; genital seta 6 u long.

w·d h

First coxal se ta

also missing; second coxal s ta l0u long; third coxal seta ca. 2 0u
long.
T)pe host:

Tilia linden

Type locality:
Date collected:
Collector:

Brookings, South D kota
6 /8 / 6 9

M. L . Briones

81.

Relation to host:

The mites are vagrants on the

dersurface of the

leaves.
Materials examined:

A type slide with above data, 6 partatype slides.
Tetra mcdanieli n. sp.

Plate 31, Fig. 1-4;

Plate 52

The species is closely related to .'.!:_. calamorph� K. , from Amorpha
califomica.

Main dis inction from T. calamorphae are:

the distinct

shield pattern, acuminate shield lobe and structure o f the microtubercl
on stemites which progressively elongate on tergites.
from Ulmus

-----

T. americana

has 6 to 7-rayed featherclaw as does this species

but with shorter dorsal seta, terminally rounded shield lobe and
dif ferdnt shield pattern.

As in T. calamorphae and T. americana

this species has tL _ broad dorsal trough.
Female 160-2 50u long, avg 214u; 55-60u thick, avg 57u; flattened
fusiform in sh.ape.
long.

Rostrum 25u long, bent down; antapical seta 5-6 u

Shield 30-35 u long, triangular in sh pe, with anterior lobe

acuminate.

Shie

design distinct, median line missing from anterior

3 / 4; admedian lines complete, curved, converging posterio ly joining
the posterior median line then arched outward rather evenly; anterior
1/3 and in middl

o f shield has rather granulated outline o f arch

extending to lateral shield.

Posterior of the shield and between the

dorsal tube cle, the submedian lines connected at rear by short cross
dashes.

Also, there is a distinct submedian line p arallel t ie admedian

which is slightly curved out ending a short dista �

from ahead o f

82 .
dorsal tuber l e.

Dorsal tubercle ca. 2 u long with dorsal axis

transverse t o b ody; dorsal seta 20- 2 3u long proj ected b ackward and
somewhat div

ging caudally; dis tance between dorsal tubercles 2 0u.

Coxae ornamented

i th gr

L

les and short dashes; firs t coxal seta

ca. 1 4u long , with dist ance between tubercles sligh tly wider than
the second ; second coxal seta 2 0-25u long , tubercles located near
the fi

t coxal posterior angle; third coxal tubercles widely spaced,

located at rear angle of coxal approximation and parallel the cross
line between them; third coxal seta 40- SOu long , avg 46u long ; , oxal
sternal line distinct , sligh tly forked anteriorly.

For legs :

t arsus

7u long; tibia 7u long ca. 7-8u long seta on middle; pa tella S u long;
Claw 8-9u long; featherclaw

fe ,ur 8-9u long with 9-lOu long seta.
7-9u long, with 6 to 7-rayed.

Hindlegs :

tarsus 6-7u long; tibia 7- Su

long; patella Su long; f mur 8-9u long , with 9-lO u long set a.
genitalia 1 3- 1 5u long and 12 -16u wide; genital set
genital coverflap with 10- 1 3 longitudinal lines.

Female

25- 35u long;
Th anosome with ca.

30-40 tergites with somewha t faint microtubercles which progressively
elongate dorsally; tergites b roader than sternites.

Sternites with

small bead-like microtub . _ les along margin of rings.
1 5- 30u long on 1 0- 1 4 sternite annuli;
1 2- 14 from LS;

vs 2 ,

vs 1 ,

30- S S u long on sternite

3 0-45u long on sternite 18- 2 1 from

2 2 -30u long on sternite 20-2 3 from

vs 2 ,

vs 3 ,

4-5.

vs 1 ; vs 3 ,

and 4 annuli from anal lobe.

Number of microtubercles per lOu arc between
7-8; between

Lateral seta

vs 1 ,

Accessory seta 3u long.

6 - 7 ; between

vs 2 ,

83 .

Male 160-210u long, avg 185u; ca. 50u thick.
14-16u wide ; genital seta 15-25u long.

Male genitalia

Males are si ilar to females,

except that the featherclaw rays appears to be consistently 6 -rayed.
Deutogyne noted and di ferentiated on the basis of complete
absence of microtubercles.
The species is named after B. McDani 1, my major professor.
Type locality :
Type host :

NW of Goldsmith Lake, South Dakota

Amorpha fruticosa

Date collected :
L

llector :

6 / 5/ 69

M. L. Briones

Relation to host :

Mites are found in the leaf axils and flower buds

at the base and among the hairs.
Materials examined :

A type slide with above data, and 10 paratype

slides.
Family :
Genus :

Rhyncaphytoptidae Keifer
Rhyncaphytoptus Keifer

Rhyncaphytoptus Keifer, 1939, Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. , 28 : 149 .
Type genus :

Rhyncaphytoptus ficifoliae keifer, 19 39, Bull. Calif.

Dep. Agric. , 28 : 150.
Discussion :

The genus is recognized by the large, abruptly bent

rostrum and long stylet.

Sternites are normally more than tergites

and the axis of the featherclaw is simple.
This genus is appar

tly widely represented

North America, Europe and Asia.

It is now known in

84.

Rhyncaphytoptus atlanticus Keifer
Plate 40 , Fig. 1- 3;

Plate 49, Fig. 3

Rhyncaphytoptus atlanticus Keifer , 1959. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric.
Eriophyid Studies 28: 17-1 .
Type locality:
Type host:

Washington , D. C.

Ulmus americana

Relation to host:

I n South Dakota , the mites are undersurface leaf

vagran s .
Discussion:

This species is close to R. ulmivagrans K. but differs

by having 8-rayed featherclaws , shield pattern with median line ,
microtubercles more rounded , rostrum thicker and more blunt apically.
South Dakota collection record:
Hos

Location

Date

Ulmus americana

Yankton

/ 18 / 6 9

Collector
M. L. Briones

Rhyncaphytoptus strigatus Keifer
Plate 2 , Fig. 3-4;

Plate 49; Fig. 4

Rhyncaphytoptus strigatus Keifer , 1939. Bull. Calif. Dep. Agric. ,
28 : 228.

Type locality:
Type host:

Davis , California

Acer negundo californicum

Relation to host:

The mite is a vagrant on the under urface of the

leaves , no dama ge was noted.
the undersurfac

In South Dakota , this mite is found on

of boxelder leaves , outside the erineum pouch caused

by Eriophyes calaceris (K. )

85.
South Dakota collection record :
Host

Location

Acer negundo

Brookings Co.

F amily :
Genus :

Date

Collector

7 / 11 /69

M. L. Briones

Nalepellidae Newkirk and Keifer 19 71
Phytocoptella Newkirk and Keifer

Phytocoptella Newkirk and Keifer 19 71, Eriophyid Studies CS, USDA, ARS
Phytoptus Dujardin, 185 1. Ann. Sci . Nat. S. 3 Zool. 15 : 155.
Genotype :

Phytoptus corniseminis Keifer, 19 39. Bull. Calif. Dep.

Agric. , 28 : 1 44.
Host of genotype :

o rnus nutali Aud. , western flowering dogwood.

This genus is characte ized by the following :
thanosomal annuli subeq ual dorsoventrall y.

body worrnlike,

Short form oral stylet.

� halothoracic shield not projected over rostrum, with four bhield
se t e ; an anterior pair located near the antero-lateral edge; the
other pair of dorsal seta arising from tubercles situated ahead of
rear shield margin; dorsal setae projecting up if short, ahead when
long.

Legs with all standard setae, usually with apico-lateral

foretibial spur.

Featherclaws simpl .

Coxae wi h three pairs of

setiferous tubercles, forecoxae separated by sternal line.

Thanosome

an d telesome with all standard setae and a pair of anterior subdorsal
setae.

Accessory seta present.

Female genitalia with internal apodeme

of moderate length; spermatheca long- oval, attached to short tubes
that project diagonally ahead from rear central gen tal opening and
then recurve.

86 .
This genus is represented by several species, the majority of
which were described by Keifer and Nalepa, mainly from Austria and
United S

tes.
Phytocoptella rotundus (Hall)
Plate 38 , Fig. 1-5 ,

Phytoptus

otundus Hall, 196 7. Univ . Kansas Sci. Bull. 47 : 6 65.

Type locality:
'l'y

t..:.

host:

Plate 48 , Fig. 1

Franklin Co. , Kansas

Tilia linden

Relation to host:

All stages of the mites present in small irregular

finger galls on both surface of the leaf.

In South Dakota the mites

have the same relationships to their host as reported by Hall in Kansas
(Fig. 14).
Discussion:

P. rotundus is distinguished from its close relati ve

P. corniseminus (K. ) by the 3-rayed featherclaw.

The true relation

ship of P. abnormis (Garman) to R_. rotundus needs t rther study.

The

original description of P. abnormis was inadequate and lacks the
illustration

hich will aid in the determination and correlation of

these two species.
reported from Tilia .

Both species, R_. abnormis and

• rotundus are

I am therefore, placing the Phytocoptella species

from South Dakota un der P . rotundus until further investigation on
their biology is available.
South Dakota collection record:
Host

Location

Date

Collector

Tilia americana

Brookings

6 / 3 /69

M. L. Briones

87 .

Genus Diptacus Keifer
Diptacus Keifer 19 51. Er'ophyid Studies XVII: 9 9.
Diptilomiopus Keifer, Keifer 1939.
Body elongate spindle form.

Eriophyid Studies IV : 232.
Rostrum large, set at right angle

to tl e cephalothorax, the large cheiicerae abruptly bent down.
subtriangular with 1 be over rost um base.
set ahead of the rear margin, and dir �-

Shield

Dorsal tubercles present,

ng setae ahead.

Coxae with

3 pairs of setae, the forecoxae separated by a sternal ri ge.

Legs

with all segments; femoral setae missing; forelegs with patellar and
tibial setae; hindlegs with patellar seta.

Featherclaw divided.

Sternites more numerous than the tergites.

All abdominal s tae

present

Female genitalia with smooth coverflap.
Diptacus pengsonae n. sp.
Plate 39, Fig. 1-9

The species is related to D. sacramentae K. and D. floculentus K.
but differs from them by the dorsal shield design and shape, number
and shape of

t e divided featherclaw and its central cleft, and shape

of the microtubercles.
Female 220-250u long, avg 132u; 70u thick and 65-90u wide.
robust spindle-form in shape.

Body

Rostrum 30-35u long; avg 32u;

attenuated terminal shield; somewhat beneath the anterior lobe is a
pair of very short

etae.

Shield 40-43u long, with ne twork design

consisting of ca. 8 irregularly formed cells.
lines of fine granulation

Lateral shield with

Dorsal tubercles located ahead of rear

88.

shield margin ca. 2u, axis o f the tubercles lateral t o the body ;
distance between dorsal tubercles 24-25u apart; dorsal setae Su long
Anterior coxae contiguous with almost no notice

converging mediad.

able lines but with scattered fine granules.

First setiferous coxal

tubercles well ahead of second tubercles and but not well farther
apart of the coxal tubercles; second coxal tubercles ahead of
transverse lines.

First coxal setae 16-20u long, avg 18u; second

al setae 42-55u long, avg 48u long.

Length of the genitalia

20-28u long, avg 26u l ong, about 36u wide; coverflap smooth, the
anterior with fine scattered dots; geni 41 setae 8-lOu long,
avg 9 . 5u long.

Total number of abdominal tergites 56-62.

setae 55-60u long on 16-19 abdominal sternites;
15-1

abdominal sternites from LS;

sternites from
sternites from

vs1; vs 3,
vs 2•

vs 2,

vs 1 ,

Lateral

67-8 3u long on

37-80u long, avg 68

on 19-26

5 0-5 5u long, avg 53u on 11-12 abdomi 1 1.l

Abdominal microtubercles somewhat pointed

ventrally, fewer to obsolete in number dorsally, attach d to the
posterior margin of the annuli.
between

vs 1 ,

4- 7; betw en

vs 2,

Number of microtubercles per lOu arc
5-6; and between

vs 3,

6-7.

Males si ilar to females, except that they are shorter ; about
150u long and 65 -70u wide .

Genital setae about 7u long.

Only two

males collected in this study.
The species is named after Miss T. Pengson in appreciation for
typing the first draft of this manuscript.
Type locality:
Type host:

White, South Dakota

Ribes missourinsis (Saxifragaceae) , gooseberry

89.
Date collected:
Collector:

8 /12/69

M. L. Briones

Relation to host:

Mites are leaf vagrants on the undersurface of the

distorted and crumpled leaves.
Materials examined:

A type slide with above data, 10 paratype slides.
SUMMARY

This paper presents the result
1967-19 70 t

of a survey conducted from

determine the species of eriophyid mites present in

South Dakota.
Eriophyids are vectors of several plant viruses and known to
produce other types of damage to their hosts, such as galls, blis ers,
rusting, witches' broom, proliferation of tissues and leaf rolling.
Therefore, attention was focused on collecting plants showing these
obvious abnormalities.

Many other plants not showing these symptoms

were examined for free living eriophyid

b

ecies.

Specimens were prepared and preserved following Keifer's method
as well as other preservation techniques.

Species discussed are

illustrated with line drawings, photomicrographs and s_ome scanning
elect.ran micrographs.
Taxonomic status of the different species was determined by
comparison and correlation with the previously reported eriophyids.
Problems were encountered in correlating these species with those
recorded by European workers becaus e of the loss of type materials
and inadequate description available in the literature.

Keifer ' s

90.
and those of ot hers re-descriptions of the European and North American
species were utilized in this s tudy, as w 11 as the records of host
specificity.

The use of l os t specifici ty, however , has i ts own

limitation because of cases where a species of eriophyids had been
repor ted on a number of not only closely related hosts, but also on
plants of differen t families

Such is the case of Eriophyes

1 uglasiana (i �lson and Oldfield) found in South Dakota, where it was
collected on two hos t plants belonging to two differen t families.
Mos t o

the previous workers gave lit tle at ten tion t o variation

of morphological features in the development of eriophyid classifica
tion.

In the course of this study it was mos t interesting to note

the variation of characters within a given population known to be a
single spec es.

Variations observed are discussed separately under

each particular species.

Also included are the interpretations of

at tributes of certain complex groups and a discussion of the probable
conspecificity of some previously described species.
I t is evident that biological studies are needed t o clarify these
morphological varia tions in many species.

Perhaps emphasis should be

placed on the biosystema tic approach in treating the taxonomy of
Eriophyoidea.

There are s till many aspects unknown in the life histories

of this group of Acarines tha t need to be learned.
The

esent s tudy records 48 differen t species of eriophyid mites

from South Dakota; six of these are described and named as new species.
A conspectus of the species reported in this paper is lis ted in
each of the main families.

9. 1.

Family:

Eriophyidae. Nal e.pa 189 8

1.

Abacarus hystrix (Nalepa)

2.

Acarelliptus occidentalis Keifer

3.

Aculodes dubius (Nalepa)

4.

Aculod ·

5.

Aculops laevigatae (Hassan )

6.

Aculops lobuliferus Keifer

7.

Aculops maximilianae n. sp.

8.

Aculops toxicophagus (Keifer)

9.

Aculus cornu tus (Banks)

mckenzie (Keifer)

10.

Aculus nigrus Keifer

11.

Aculus schle.ctendali (Nalepa)

12.

Anthocoptes bakeri Keifer

1 3.

Anthocoptes punctidorsa Keifer

14.

Calepitrimerus baileyi Keifer

15.

Calepitrimerus vitis Keifer

16.

Cecidophyes collegiatus Keifer

17.

Cecidophyes pusilla Keifer

18.

Eriophyes arceosae n. sp.

19.

Eriophyes cal aceris (Keifer)

20.

Eriophyes celtis Kendall

21.

Erioph yes chondriphora (Keifer)

22.

Eriophyes douglasiana (Wilson and Oldfield)

2 3.

Eriophyes mackiei (Keifer)

2l

Eriophyes mori (Keifer)

92.
25.

Eriophyes neoartemisiae (Keifer)

26.

Eriophyes parapopuli (Keifer)

27.

Eriophyes parulmi (Keifer)

28.

Eriophyes tulipae Keifer

29.

Eriophyes taylori n. sp.

30.

Eriophyes u

31.

Mesolox tuttlei Keifer

32.

Phyllocoptes arceuthi Keifer

33.

Phyllocoptes didelphis Keifer

34.

Phyllocoptes microspinatus Hall

35.

Phyllocoptes slinkardensii Keifer

36.

Platyphytoptus sabiniana Kei ter

37.

Vasates quadripedes Shimer

38.

Vasates

39.

Phytoptus brownei (Keifer)

40.

Phytoptus emarginatae (Keifer)

41.

Phytoptus r � unidemissae (Keifer)

42.

Tegonotus aesculifoliae (Keifer)

43.

Tegonotus lindenus n. sp.

44.

Tetra mcdanieli n. sp.

Family:

1

(Keifer)

l _ditsiae Keifer

Nalepellidae Newkirk and Keifer 1 9 71

1.

Phytocoptella rotundus (Hall)

Family:

Rhyncaphytoptidae Keifer 1961

1.

Rhyncaphytoptus atlanticus Keife r

2.

Rhyncaphytoptus strigatus Keifer

3.

Diptacus pengsonae n. sp.

9 3.
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Figure 1. - Lea [ erinea damaged on the undersurface of Acer negundo
caused by Eriophyes calaceris (K. )

Figure 2. - Woody proliferation around buds on Populus sp . cause
by Eriophyes parapopuli (K. )

9.7 .

Figure 1 .

F . .,ure 2 .

98 .

Figure 3 . - Leaf galls produced by Vasates quadripedes Shimer on
Acer saccharum leaves.

Figure 4 . - Erinea on the undersurface of Acer saccharum leaf
by Vasates quadripedes Shimer.

used

98 .

Fi1Yure 3 .

Fi ) ure 4 .

99 .

Figure 5 . - Clustered lea es and flowers caused by Eriophyes
neoartemisiae (K . ) on Arternisia frigida.

Figure 6 . - Healthy Arternisia frigida .

99 .

ft1igure

5.

Figure

6.

100.

F igure 7 . - Blister bead ga l ls on Fraxinus pennsy lvan ica caus ed by
Eriophye� chondr iphora (K . )

F igur e 8 . - Pendant masses
t issues caused by Er iophyes c hondr iphora
(K . ) on Fraxinus pennsylva� . �a .

100 .

Figure 7 .

Figure 8 .

10 1 .

Figure 9 . - Open erine a pocket s on le aves of Populus s p . caused by
Phyllocopte s dide lphis K .

F i gure 10 . - Bud pro liferat i on s on Celt is o c c i dent ali s caused by
Eri ophye s celti s Kendall.

101 .

Fi gure

9.

Fi crure 1 0 .

102 .

Figure 1 1. - Leaf galls on Pru us virginiana caused by Phytoptus
emarginatae (K . )

Figure 1 2. - Blister galls on leaves of Rhus radicans caused by
Aculops toxicophagus (K. )

102 .

F · gure 1 1 .

Fi ure 1 2

10 3 .

Figure 1 . - Bea galls on leaves of Salix amygdaloides
caused by Acul . laevigatae (Hassan) .

Figure 14 . - Leaf galls on Tilia linden caused by Phytocoptella
otundus (Hall) .

103 .

Figure

10 4 .

F igure 15 . - Upper leaf surface bulge on Quercus rnacrocarpa
as a result of the undersurface er inea pouch caus d by
Er iophyes mackiei (K . )

F igure 16 . - Eri.nea i ns id pouch on the u nd rl df surface of
.)
ckiei
Quercus macro u. � i)a caused by Er iophy

],. 0 4 .

Fi ure 1 6 .

10 5 .

F igures 1 7 - 18 . - Leaf gal l s on u p per surface 1 Ul rnus arner i cana
caus i by Er iophyes paru l rn i and or Er iophyes ulrni ( Ga l an )

105 .

Figure 1 7 .

Figure 1 8 .

10 6 .

Pla t e 1

F ig . 1-5 . - Anthocopt es punc t idorsa Keifer

10 7 .

Plate 2

Fig . 1 -2. - Abacarus hystrix (Nal. ) .
toptus strig �. )

Fig. 3-4. - Rhyncaphy-

Plate 3

Fig . 1-4. - Acarelliptus occidentalis (K . )

f--J

.

0

co

109.

Plate 4

Fig. 1-2. - Aculodes dub ius (K. ) ; Fig. 1-3. - Aculodes mckenzie (K. )

110 .

P late 5

F ig . 1 -6 - Aculops laev iga tae (Hassa1

1 11.

P la t e 6

F ig . 1 - 7 . - Aculops lobul iferus (K . )

112.

Plate 7

Fig. 1-6. - Aculops m aximilianae n. sp.

1 13 .
P l ate 8

P l a t e 8 . - S c anning e l e c t ron micrograph of fea t he rc l aw of Acul ops
a t 1 0 , 000X ) .
rnax im i l ianae n . s p ( Ta

114 .

Plate 9

Fig . 1- 3 . - Ac u l ops tox i cophagus ( K . )

1 15.

P l ate 1 0

F i g . l- 0 . - Ac u l us cornufus ( Banks )

116.

Pl ate 1 1

Fig . 1 - 6 . - Acul us nigrus K .

11 7.

P l ate 1 2

F i g . 1 - 6 . - Acul us s ch l ectendal i ( Na l . )

1 18.

P l ate 1 3

F i g . 1 - 2 , 4- 5 , 7 - 8 . - Cec idophyes pu s i l l a K .
c o l l egiatus K .

F i g . 3 , 6 , 9 . - Cec i dophye s

119.

Pl ate 1 4

F ig . 1 - 6 . - Eriophye s arceosae n . s p .

12 0 .

Pl ate 1 5

5

F ig . 1 - 6 . - Er i ophye s ce l t i s ( K . ) .

6

121.

P l ate 16

F i g . 1 - 6 . - Er iophyes dougl asiana ( Wi l son and Ol d f ie l d )

12 2.

Pl ate 1 7

F ig . 1 - 8 . - Eriophye s chondr i phora ( K . ) .

12 3.

Pl ate 1 8

F i g . 1- 6 . - Er iophyes rnor i ( K . ) .

124.
Pl ate 19

- 6 . - Erj o
oar tem i s ia ( K . ) ; F ig . 3- 4 , 5
F ig . 1 - 2 , 7 - 8 . - E r iophye s ne
phye s parapopu l i ( K . )

125 .

Plate 2 0

F i g . 1- 4 . - Eriuphye s mackie i ( K . )

126 .
Pl ate 2 1

F i g . 1- 2 . - Er iophye s u l m i ( K . ) ;

F i g . 3 - 4 . - Eriophye s paru l m i ( K . )
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P l ate 2 3

F ig . 1 - 4 . - Er iophye s tul ipae K .

129.

Pla te 24

Fig . 1 - 4 . - Phyl l ocopt e s arceut h i ( K . )

130

Pl ate 25

5
s d ide l ph i s K .
F i g . 1 - 6 . - Phyl l oc opt e

131.

Pl ate 26

F ig . 1 - 5 . - Phy l l oc optes mic rospina tus Hal l

1 32 .

P late 2 7

F ig . 1 -4 . - Phyl locoptes s linkardens ii (K . )

133.

Plate 28

us
F i g . 3 -6 . - Ca l epi tr ime r
u s v i t i s (K . ) ;
er
m
i
r
t
i
lep
Ca
F i g . 1- 2 . b , il ey i (K . )

1 34 .
P late 29

(K . ) ;
F i g . 1 -4 . - Phy topt us browne i
ca lac er is (K . )

Fig . 5 -6 . - Er ioph yes

1 35 .
Plate 30

F i g . 1 - 7 . - Phy top t us emar gina tae (K . ) ;
run idemis sae ( K . )

F ig . 8-11 . - Phytop tus

Plate 3 1

F ig . 1 -4 . - Tetra mcdanieli n . sp.

137.
Plate 3 2

F ig . 1 - 5 . - Tegonotus aescu l i fol iae (K . ) de 1.. o gy ,1e .

13 8

Plate 33

:::,
0

Fig. 1- 6. - Tegonotus lindenus n. sp .

139 .
Plate 34

F ig . 1 -4 . - Vasates quadr ipedes S himer

140.
Plate 35

S cann ing electr on micrographs of Vasates quadripedes Shimer .

1 4 1.
Plat e 3 6

F ig . 1 - 5 . - Vasa t e s gled itsiae K .
b ake r i 1 .

F i g . 6 . - An t hocop t e s

3

F ig . 5-6 . - Platyphytoptus S ab iniana (K . ) ;

5

Fig . 1-4 . - Mesolox tuttlei (K . J :
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Plate 38

F ig . 1-5 . - Phy tocoptella rot u dus (Ha l l)
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Plate 4 0

Fi g . 1 - 3 . - Rhyncaphy toptus atlant icus (K . )

146 .
Plate 41
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Ext erna l a natomy o f an er iophyoid mite to identify the structures
r ef err ed to in the description and plates .
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F ig . 1 -3 . - Mouth Parts of the Er iophyoid Mit e . (Aft er Ke ifer) .
iophyes l 1 6ustr i (K . ) .
1 , D iptacus g iganthoryncus (Nal . ) . 2 ,
3 , Calacarus car i . i tus ( Greene) .

14

Plate 43 . F ig . 1-6 . - 1 , Abacarus hystrix (Nal . ) ; 2 , C c · dophyes
collegiatus (K . ) ; 3 , Phytoptus brownei (K . ) ; 4 , Er iophyes calaceris
(K . ) ; 5 , Cec idophyes pus illa (K . ) ; 6, Er iophyes mor i (K . ) .

148 .

8.

Plate 43

14 9

Plate 44 . F ' . 1 -6 . - 1 , Er iophyes neoar t emis ia (K . ) ; 2 , Er iopli s
i o phyes parulmi (K . ) ; 4 , �r iophyes tul ipa · �
parapopul i ( , . ) ; 3 ,
5 , Ac ulops lob ul i f erus K . ) ; 6 , Aculops tox icoph gus ( Ewin
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Plate 45 . F ig . 1-4 . - 1 , Eriopb ;es chondr iphora (K . ) ; 2 , Er iophyes
mackiei (K . ) ; 3 , Aculodes mcken zie (K . ) ; 4 , Er iophyes celt is Ken .
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Pla t e 46 . Fig . 1 -5 . - 1 , Aculus nigrus (K . ) ; 2 , Aculus cornut us (Banks)
3 , Aculus oc hlectendal i (Nal . ) ; 4 , Phyllocoptes d idelphis (K . ) ;
5 , Phyllocoptes microsp inatus Hall .
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P late 4 7 . Fig . 1 -6 . -1 , Anthocoptes baker · (K . ) ; 2 , Anthocoptes
punctidorsa ( K . ) ; 3 , P latyphytoptussb �11 iana (K . ) ; 4 , Phytoptus
ema r ginatae (K . ) ; 5 , Phytoptus prun idemissae (K . ) ; 6 , Tegonotus
aescul i f l - 1.e ( K . ) .
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Plate 47
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Pla t e 48 . F ig . 1 - / . - 1 , Phy tocoptella rotundu s (Hall ) ;
2 , Calep itrimerus ba i l e y i ( K . ) ; 3 , Vasates gled i t s iae (K . ) ;
4 , Mesolox tuttle i (K . ) ; 5 , Vasates quadr ipedes Shimer , pr otogyne ;
6 , Vasa t e s quadr ipedes S himer , d eut ogyne ; 7 , Acare ll ipt us
occ idental is (K . )

15 3.

Plate 48
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Pla t 4 9 . Fig . 1 -4 . - 1 , P hyllocoptes arceuthi (K . ) ; 2 , Phyll ocopte
sli1 l i1 dens ii (K . ) ; 3 , Rhyncaphytoptus atlanticus ( K . ) ; 4 , Rhyncap
str igatus (K . )
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Plate 50 . Fig . 1-2 . - 1, Aculops vall ' s (K . ) ; 2 , Aculops laev igatae
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Plate 50
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Aculops maxirnil i 1ae n . sp •
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Plate 52
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